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BY THE 
SMOKE 
NICOTINE SLOWS BLOOD, ADDS 
TO MACULAR DEGENERATION 
ByNttiJanftie 
moms 
Paying to lose your eyesight is a new way lo look 
at smoking cigarettes. 
A recent study led by John R. W Yates of the 
University of Cambridge and Tony Moore at the 
Instmite of Ophthalmology in London has found 
that nonsmokers living with a smoker for five or 
more years had an increased risk for Age-related 
Macula Degeneration. 
The macula lutea, commonly referred to as 
macula, is tissue on the eye's retina where vision 
is the sharpest. 
Macular degeneration  doesnt completely 
destroy vision, but it does cause a brown or 
black spot of blindness, while the person still 
is capable using peripheral vision. 
Mile Brujic, an optometrist in Bowling 
Green, describes the macula as "the very 
center tissue in the hack of the eye, and 
this tissue is very important to see well." 
Brujic said the macula's degeneration 
is mainly linked to a balance between 
genetics and three environmental ele- 
ments: exposure to ultra-violet rays, poor 
nutrition and smoking. 
UV rays could damage cells, potentially 
harming healthy tissue and setting off the first 
stages of disease, if proper nutrients aren't avail- 
able to damaged cells. Antioxidants are essen|iaj in 
fixing UV damage, and are delivered to tissue, such 
as the macula, through the blood vessels. 
But smoking narrows blood vessels that run all 
over the body, including the eyes, Brujic says 
The damage to an eyes tissue can't be easily 
repaired if blood vessels are inhibited by smoking and 
nutrients can't get to the damaged cells 
Though he's been trying to quit for some time, 
after finding out about the connection to loss of 
eyesight freshman Rob D. Woolley found new rea- 
son to give up smoking. 
"I don't want to go blind," he said, adding that 
he's been smoking since he came to 
BGSU, but started chew his senior 
year in high school; he's given 
up chewing since then. 
The study incorporated 
the amount that volunteers 
smoked,   which   increased 
chances of AMD occurring in 
the eyes of heavier smokers. 
"The most important message is that what matters is not 
whether or not you smoke, but how much you smoke, and 
the more you smoke the higher the risk," Yates wrote in the 
British Journal of Ophthalmology. 
Smoking affects the macula more than any of the tissues in 
the eye, according to Brujic. The eye tissue is extremely vul- 
nerable to UV radiation, making antioxidants that the blood 
delivers an important factor in maintaining healthy eyesight. 
BLIN0ESS, PAGE 2 
Taft's proposal would 
affect education track 
Changing high school 
requirements play 
role in college classes 
By Meghan Durbak 
RIPOR'IR 
Four-year colleges may no lon- 
ger offer make-up classes to high 
school graduates if Ciov. Boh 
Taft's latest education proposal 
is passed by state legislature. 
In his State of the State 
speech Wednesday, Taft 
outlined a plan to raise 
high school graduation 
requirements so that stu- 
dents are more prepared 
to enter the workforce 
or college. 
Those students will 
be required to lake four 
years of mathand English, 
three years of science and 
social science and at least 
two years of a foreign language 
And without meeting those 
requirements, the graduat- 
ing class of 2011 would not be 
admitted into any of Ohio's 
state-funded four-year colleges 
or universities. 
For those students who cannot 
meet those requirements, their 
only option would be to take 
them at community colleges. 
"Remedial classes don't count 
fof graduation, hut they cost out 
system S29 million per year* 
Taft said. 
Moving all remedial or devel- 
opmental education to Ohio's 
two-year colleges would lower 
the cost, he said. 
While Tali said his plan will 
raise higher education stan- 
dards, there are others who have 
their concerns. 
Donna Nelson- 
lieeme. director of 
general studies writ- 
ing at the University. 
nld while she believes 
"students need all the 
assistance with writ- 
ing they can get," she 
is also opposed to 
removing develop- 
mental classes from 
theuniuTsin level. 
She said it helps a 
student to take a developmental 
class in the department they're 
working in so they are better pre 
pared for the classes to come. 
Carol O'Shea, associate direc- 
tor of general studies writ- 
ing, agrees that continuity 
is important 
"Students are more successful 
EDUCATION. PAGE 2 
BOB TAFT 
GOVERNOR 
Deans won't be put 
to close inspections 
Departmental review 
remains the same to 
protect deans' privacy 
By Ashley Lumm 
BiPORUB 
A motion dial would have changed 
the annual evaluation of deans was 
defeated by one vote yesterday at 
the Faculty Senate meeting. 
According to the Amendments 
and Bylaws Committee and 
other various faculty members, 
the evaluation process needed to 
be addressed. 
As of now, every college at the 
university has a department chair 
and they meet annually with the 
dean to review him or her. 
This process is informal 
and docs not take place at a 
particular time. 
Tlic committee recommended 
several changes being made to the 
ankle, including making the pro- 
cess fonnal--or written. 
Several problems with the 
original evaluation process 
were discussed. 
Due to the irregularity, faculty 
members are not informed when 
the meeting will lake place, dis- 
abling them from prt Aiding input 
Many I'acullv ineinlx'rs SIT the 
motion as an improvement to 
the process. 
David Border, associate profes- 
sor in the college of technology, 
summarizes the changes into one 
word--"Accountability.'' 
ProvOSI lohn FoUdns declined 
the motion. 
l oikins believes thai i>\ making 
the process formal, personal infor- 
mation would become available 
lo anyone under sunshine law 
However, he did propose to 
SENATE, PAGE 2 
FINAL FAREWELL: Four former 
presidents were among thousands 
of mourners who gathered yes- 
terday at New Birth Missionary 
Baptist Church to pay their respects 
to Coretta Scott King; PAGE 11 
A SHIFT IN THE STATUS QUO: 
Democrat Ted Strickland holds a 
strong chance to win this year's 
election race for the traditionally 
Republican dominated position of 
State Governor; PAGE 6 
CD burning still going strong 
CD copying still a way 
to get music despite 
thriving iPod industry 
ByWckCarrabine 
REPORTER 
Even as iPods, MP3 players and 
portable music devices flood the 
technology market, burning CDs 
is not a thing of the past. 
More than 10 million iPods 
have been sold, according to a 
BBC News report. But locally 
blank CD's are selling more than 
iPods, said Dan Foster, electron- 
ics department manager at Wal- 
Mart on Main Street. 
"Blank CDs are selling pretty 
much the same as they have 
always been," Foster said. 
"Overall, I am probably sell- 
ing around 10 packs a day of 
blank CDs." 
One reason people may still 
be burning CDs, despite the 
bigger and better technology of 
the iPod, is simply because the 
iPod is expensive. 
An iPod ranges in price any- 
where from $100 10 $500 while 
blank CDs range from around 
$10 to $30, according to Wal- 
Mart's Web site. 
But despite the hefty price 
range, iPods were selling like 
crazy during the Christmas sea- 
son, Foster said. 
"Over Christmas they were 
selling as fast as I could get 
them in," he said. "Right now 
though, I probably only sell 
about two a week. But the video 
iPod is selling more." 
But even if technology keeps 
advancing. Foster is convinced 
that people will still bum CDs no 
matter what is invented. 
"People are still going to 
bum CDs just like everyone still 
records television and radio pro- 
grams," he said. "It's up to the 
individual." 
Kevin McManus, junior, said 
he never burns CDs since buying 
aniPod. 
"I don't hum them anymore," 
he said. "1 have an adaptor so I 
can listen to my iPod in the car 
and I can take it other places and 
still listen to it." 
Blank CDs can't cany as many 
songs as an iPod, but there arc 
still some disadvantages to the 
iPod, according to McManus. 
"Well, it is expensive and some- 
what fragile if you are not careful 
with it," he said Also yon have ti I 
recharge batteries quite often." 
Mary Carmichael. junior, has 
an iPod. but bums CDs also 
"I still burn CDs because l| is 
a lot cheaper," she said. "Also. I 
don't have to lake the lime to go 
to the store and find ii when I 
can easily burn il at my house 
She docs admit that she has 
been burning CDs less, since 
getting an iPod. 
Thought the iPod is a tech- 
nological innovation, the trend 
of burning CDs may never go 
away, Foster said. 
"Ever since they released the 
video iPods, they are getting 
more and more popular." he 
said. "Bui right now. it's more of 
a fad than anything." 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST     ■"■ 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
Partly 
Cloudy 
High:32" 
Low: 25' 
FRIDAY 
Snow 
Showers 
High:32" 
Low: 21" 
SATURDAY 
Snow 
Showers 
High: 27" 
Low: 17" 
SUNDAY 
Snow 
Showers 
High: 24' 
Low 20 
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Plan effects more than high schools 
EOUCATION. FROM PAGE 1 
If iiu'y Man ai the Institution 
from which they warn to gradu- 
ate," she said. 
oshea is the developmental 
coordinator of English 110 class- 
es offend at the University, 
This class is offered as both a 
developing and an introductory 
writing course that is required 
by the University. The need 
idi it fluctuates based on the 
semester. But there were 28 sec- 
lions open in the fall and two 
this spring, 
Working in the field of devel- 
opmental education O'Shea 
raised a lot of questions over the 
proposal. She wanted to know 
how a student would balance 
both community college and a 
four-year university. 
Using an example of a stu- 
dent who only needs help in one 
area and is strong in the others. 
O'Shea asked whet her a st udent 
would attend a community col- 
lege and four-year university 
simultaneously or simply attend 
the community college first. 
Both agree Taft's plan to raise 
high school standards could 
lie positive, but only if students 
receive more direct instructions 
In the fields of writing, critical 
reading and grammar. 
And Craig Zirbel has similar 
questions. The undergraduate 
coordinator for the math pro- 
gram, Zirbel wants to know 
what the new high school cur- 
riculum would entail. 
At the University, beginning 
and intermediate algebra class- 
es are offered to students who 
need the classes to advance in 
upper level courses, Zirbel said. 
The departments of math- 
ematics and statistics has place- 
ment tests that decide whether 
a student is ready for calculus or 
needs to refresh their memory 
in developmental courses. 
Zirbel wants to know wheth- 
er those same standards would 
apply to remedial courses in 
2011 or whether high school stu- 
dents will be taking even more 
advanced math. 
"If all high school students 
are required to take and master 
what we teach in college alge- 
bra, their math skills would be 
better, but I think that would 
lower high school graduation 
rates," he said. "It's hard for me 
to say if this would be a good 
change. That's a big issue." 
Zirbel added, "until we know 
specifically what courses would 
be considered remedial, we 
don't know how big an impact 
that would have at BGSU." 
But Bill Ivoska, vice president 
of student services at Owens 
Community College, knows the 
two-year community college is 
capable of providing that edu- 
cation for students. 
The national mission of com- 
munity colleges is to provide 
technical, transfer, community 
and developmental education, 
he said. 
Ivoska said if Taft's proposal 
becomes a reality he assumes 
"our enrollment would be 
increased by the number of stu- 
dents who need the develop- 
mental classes." 
Hepointcdoutthatthc enroll- 
ment depends on the strength 
of the secondary programs Taft 
is referring too. Me also said that 
the average age for a student at 
Owens is 27. 
Most of the time remedial 
classes and developmental 
classes "arc more likely about 
adults who got a little rusty" 
he said. 
The Associated Press 
Contributed to this story. 
Smoke deprives eyes 
BLINDNESS, FROM PAGE 1 
If bkxxl vessels have been nar- 
rowed by smoking, then antioxi- 
dants can't easily get to the eye to 
regenerate the damaged macula, 
Brujic explained. 
Macular degeneration can 
happen in two ways, Either the 
macula becomes thin and stops 
working well, or newly formed 
blood vesselsleakfluidsandblood 
into the eye and cause vision 
loss, according the American 
Optometric Association. 
Mark I. Dlugoss, editor-in- 
chief of Ophthalmology Times 
magazine, understood the results 
of the study to reveal that "people 
who smoke have a greater chance 
of macula degeneration," but not 
that smoking will definitely cause 
loss of eyesight. 
Dlugoss said, "nicotinedestroys 
nutrients in eyes — antioxidant 
protection in die eye," increasing 
chances of getting AMI). 
Dlugoss mentions a recently 
approved drug, called Macugcn, 
that helps to stop the bleed- 
ing in the eve, but is not a cure 
for AMD. 
Bntjic emphasized diat edu- 
cating people on the causes of 
vision impainnent and preven- 
tion are the key. 
"If Uiey don't understand it, it's 
tough for them to see the value in 
it," Brujic said. 
But some still value die tempo- 
rary relief smoking can bring 
"1 need my cigarettes for col- 
lege stress," said freshman lohn 
kulbis, adding that the connec- 
tion smoking has to loss of eye- 
sight doesn't affect him. 
Other studies have been done 
on the link between smoking and 
vision loss, but haven't shown the 
connection as strongly as this 
study has, according to die British 
lournal of Ophthalmology. 
Scientists find several new species 
in the remote regions of Indonesia 
Ben Curtis AP Photo 
FINDING ANSWERS: Authorities prepare to unload survivors of the ship sinking in the Red Sea from the 
Elanora cargo ship which had ferried the survivors to fhe port of Hurghada in Egypt on Saturday. A fire 
broke out on an aging ferry before it sank in fhe Red Sea with more than 1,400 people on board. 
Delay leads to tragedy 
Ferry owners did not 
report danger in time 
By Steven R. Hurst 
'HE ASS0CI»T£C PRESS 
CAIRO, Egypt — Egypt's presi- 
dential spokesman said vcstri 
day die owners of the Red Sea 
ferry dial sink last week, drown- 
ing about 1,000 people, did not 
infonn die government of the 
disaster for nearty six hours. 
Suleiman Awad emerged 
from a Cabinet session chaired 
by President llosni Mubarak to 
say die government first beard 
from owner AI Salam Maritime 
Transpon ( J>. that the ship was in 
danger at 7 a.m. Friday and was 
feared sunk at 7:l:"> a.m. 
By most accounts, the Al- 
Salaam Boccaccio 98 sank no 
later than 2 a.m., five hours ear- 
lier. Other repons say the ship 
sankal I a.m. which would have 
made the delay in notification at 
least six hours 
The public did not learn of 
die disaster for several more 
hours after the government 
was notified 
"What really happened was 
that the port authority was first 
infonned at 7 am. by the ship's 
owners that they hail lost con- 
tact with the ferry." Awad said, 
"Forty-five minutes later, the 
company told port officials the 
ship may have sunk." 
Awad said the rescue center 
was notified "one minute later" 
and a plane was over the scene 
of die sinking by 8 am. 
"It was followed by another 
rescue plane and ships of the 
Egyptian fleet," he said. 
1 he ferry set sail from Dubah. 
Saudi Arabia, on Thursday night, 
carrying more than 1,400 pas- 
sengers and crew. Fierce winds 
whipped up a sandstorm as die 
vessel left port for the 130-mile 
crossing to Safaga. 
I .ess than two hours into the 
voyage a fire broke out in the 
vehicle parking bay. The captain, 
apparently thinking the blaze 
had been extinguished, pressed 
on for Egypt, but the fire rekin- 
dled and raged out of control. 
The ship sank carty Friday 
about 60 miles from its destina- 
tion. The number of survivors 
has been estimated at about 400. 
The captain of another ship 
owned by Al Salam Maritime, 
the St. Catherine, told a Cairo 
newspaper yesterday he was 
informed by the owners as he 
left Safaga port in Egypt to try to 
make contact with the Al-Salaam 
Boccaccio 98 because they feared 
it was in trouble. 
The St. Catherine captain, 
Salah lomaa, said he left port at 
2:45 a.m„ meaning die company 
was aware the ship was in danger 
by dial time. 
After repeatedly failing to make 
radio contact, lomaa said he 
placed a satellite telephone call 
to the captain of the Al-Salaam 
Boccaccio 98 but received 
no answer. 
lomaa said he finally made 
contact at 6:57 a.m. with another 
officer of the ship who said he 
was in a lifeboat and the ship had 
gone down. 
lomaa said he reported the 
sinking to die Al Salam Maritime 
office in Safaga at 7:05 am. 
The manager of the company 
gave a similar account last week. 
"Our agent in Safaga infonned 
us that die ship w as late, so we 
started making inquiries," said 
Mamdouh Orabi, an El Salam 
Maritime manager. "At the same 
time, one of the ships we operate 
(the St. Catherinel was heading 
for Dubah. 
"We informed its crew, 
which later reported that there 
were people on a rescue boat 
in the sea, so we notified the 
relevant autiiorities." 
By Robin McDowell 
THE ASSOCIMED PRESS 
JAKARTA, Indonesia — Soon 
after scientists landed by heli- 
copter in the mist-shrouded 
mountains of one of Indonesia's 
most remote provinces, they 
stumbled on a primitive egg- 
laying mammal that simply 
allowed itself to be picked up 
and brought to their field camp. 
Describing a "Lost World" 
— apparently never visited by 
humans — members of the 
team said yesterday they also 
saw large mammals that have 
been hunted to near-extinc- 
tion elsewhere and discovered 
dozens of exotic new species of 
frogs, butterflies and palms. 
"We've only scratched the 
surface," said Bruce Beehler, a 
co-leader of the monthlong trip 
to the Foja Mountains, an area 
in the eastern province of Papua 
with roughly 2 million acres of 
pristine tropical forest. 
"There was not a single 
trail, no sign of civilization, no 
sign of even local communi- 
ties ever having been there," 
he told The Associated Press 
in a telephone interview from 
Washington, DC. 
Two headmen from the 
Kwerba and Papasena tribes, the 
customary landowners of the 
mountain range, accompanied 
Faculty input 
vital to reviews 
SENATE, FROM PAGE 1 
send out a dean evaluation ques- 
tionnaire to all faculty members 
to ensure opinions and ideas 
are heard. 
In order to pass, a motion 
needs to be supported by two- 
thirds of the present body which, 
in this case, is 53 members. The 
motion received 52 votes. 
Although he only gets to vote 
in the case of a tie. Faculty Senate 
chairman Robert Boughton 
agrees with the motion. 
"I think it is a good idea. 
Faculty members should have 
their input." Boughton said. "I'm 
sure something similar will come 
back in the fall." 
"There was not a 
single trail, no sign 
of civilization, no 
sign of even local 
communities ever 
having been there" 
BRUCE BEEHLER, TRIP CO-LEADER 
the expedition, and "they were 
as astounded as we were at how 
isolated it was," Beehler said. 
"As far as they knew, neither 
of their clans had ever been to 
the area." 
The December expedition 
was organized by U.S.-based 
Conservation International 
and the Indonesian Institute 
of Sciences, and funded by the 
National Geographic Society 
and several other organizations. 
Minutes after the small 
team of American, Indonesian 
and Australian scientists were 
dropped into a boggy lake bed 
and set up camp near the moun- 
tain range's western summit, 
they said they encountered a 
new species of bird — a red- 
faced and wattled honeycater. 
The next day they saw 
Berlepsch's Six-wired Bird of 
Paradise, described by hunters 
In the 19th century and named 
for the wires that extend from its 
head ill place of a crest. 
They watched in amaze- 
ment as a male bird performed 
a courtship dance for a female, 
shaking the long feathers on 
his head, and later took the first 
known photograph of the bird. 
The scient ists said t hey d tow- 
ered 20 frog species — includ- 
ing a microhylid frog less than a 
half-inch long — four new but- 
terfly species, and at least five 
new types of palms. 
Among their most memorable 
experiences were their encoun- 
ters with the Long-beaked 
Echidna, members of the primi- 
tive egg-laying group of mam- 
mals called the Monotrentes, 
which twice allowed them- 
selves to be picked up and 
brought to the scientists' camp 
for observation. 
Beehler attributed the 
lack of fear displayed by the 
long-snouted spine-covered 
Echidnas (pronounced eh-KID- 
na| to the fact that they probably 
had never come into contact 
with humans. 
But other animals, like the 
Golden-mantled Tree Kangaroo, 
an arboreal jungle-dweller pre- 
viously thought to have been 
hunted to near-extinction, were 
much more shy, he said, and 
quickly disappeared into the 
dense forest after being spotted. 
r Agave 
O  «<-o",t?<s mgrgational Church 
14867 Mitchell Rood • Bowling Graan 
(419) 353-0295 01 Mark Bullat  1-888-69341 10 
A Concert Celebration 
Black History Month 
& Our African American 
Christian Experience 
Open to Public 
Feb. llrh 7:30p.m. 
Free Will Donation 
■ featuring: Liturgical Dance, African American 
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Logan College of 
Chiropractic... 
The Right Choice For Your Future 
Is your dream to become a doctor, to study in beautiful surroundings, with a world-renowned 
faculty and state of the ait facilities - what more could you want in a professional education? 
Logan College students receive all this and more! If you are ready lo accept the challenge 
of graduate professional study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical 
sciences, chiropractic techniques and extensive clinical rotations, then Logan College 
is the place for you. 
Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients get well 
through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to earn a substantial 
income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic. 
Most DC's wont in a private practice setting, providing bme for family 
and other important quality of life priorities. 
Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at loganadm@logan.edu 
lo receive an information packet describing the world's fastest growing 
healthcare profession. Youcanalsovisitourwebsitealwww.logan.edu 
[ OfrAN     1-800-533-9210 
-*—'V_y V_//   \i www logan.edu 
lii        loganadmifiiog.™ edu 
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TRAVELLING TROUPE TO GIVE PERFORMANCES 
A campus-community conference titled "Sustainable 
Communities, Powerful Partnerships" will be held today 
in the Union Ballroom from 9 am. to 6 p.m. Da Colored 
Gurtz Collective, a Toledo theatre troupe, will give two 
performances at today's event One will be at 130 p.m. in 
202 Union and the other at 4:30 p.m. in 201 Union. 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
CREATIVE ARTISTRY      OSU a comfortable 
place tor diversity 
PatDorsman BGNews 
FROM TRASH TO DECORATION: Kristen Strum from "Scrappin on Main" offers a two hour "How 
to" workshop at the Union on turning a paint can into an artistic decoration. Two more workshops 
will be offered on February 15 and February 21 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Union. 
Health guidelines too much 
By Kate Santich (It 
When the government spelled 
out new dietary and fitness 
guidelines last year calling for up 
to 90 minutes of exercise per day 
for those trying to maintain a 
weight loss, a lot of Americans 
were ready to throw in their 
gym towels. 
"That's a wonderful thing for 
athletes, but probably not for 
the average person," says loan 
Snyder, a 37-year-old Orlando, 
Fla., guidance counselor. "It 
doesn't sound realistic." 
But experts say the message 
got lost in the backlash. Yes, those 
who have lost a radical amount of 
weight need to put in extra time 
to keep from gaining it back. But 
that doesn't mean the average 
person requires an hour and a 
half per day. 
\Z    AZ    AZ    AZ 
DELTA ZETA 
invites you to join us 
for an open house 
event tonight 
from 8-10 pm 
at the Delta Zeta house. 
Questions? 
contact Gina Long at 
longg@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
© 
Instead, there is a sort of mini- 
mum daily requirement for exer- 
cise if your goal is simply to lessen 
the risk of chronic disease. 
"By far, the best-supported pub- 
lic-health guideline on physical 
activity calls for adults to accumu- 
late at least 30 minutes of moder- 
ate physical activity on most days 
of the week." said Russell Pate, a 
professor of exercise science at 
the University of South Carolina's 
Arnold School of Public I lealth. 
Pate served on the advisory 
committee that helped revamp 
the government guidelines on 
nutrition and exercise last year. 
Research shows that a half- 
hour per day of moderate physical 
activity — walking briskly, swim- 
ming laps, even mowing the lawn 
or dancing — lowers risks of suf- 
fering such problems as heart dis- 
ease and diabetes. 
But, Pate adds, the evidence 
for how much exercise you need 
to lose weight or keep it off is 
less clear-cut because it can vary 
among individuals, depending 
on age, metabolism, current fit- 
ness level and eating habits 
"The first thing we have to do 
with people when they come in is 
sit down and talk to them about 
their goals," says Molly Faust, per- 
sonal-training coordinator at the 
downtown Orlando YMCA. 
"And then we get an exer- 
cise and health history and see 
what they've been doing or not 
doing. For some people, even .if) 
minutes of exercise is too much 
at first." 
Ohio State seeks 
to enrich students' 
cultural experience 
By lami Kniton 
U WIRE 
COLUMBUS — When Ben 
Hobson came to Ohio State 
University from thesmall, rural 
town of leromcsville. Ohio, 
he was in for a culture shock. 
The sophomore in pharma- 
ceutical sciences expected to 
attend classes with students 
from urban areas and foreign 
countries. Soon, he discov- 
ered the entire community 
was made up of a 
diverse group  of  "fa me world 
people. 
OSU is home to 
a wide range of eth- 
nicities including 
African Americans. 
Asians, Hispanics, 
American Indians 
and Alaskan 
Natives. 
With such a 
diverse popula- 
tion, OSU has taken 
many steps to ensure that all 
cultures are comfortable and 
feel welcome on campus. One 
step was the 2001 opening of 
the Multicultural Center, on die 
fourth floor of the Ohio Union. 
The Multicultural Center 
exists to provide intellectual and 
cultural enrichment. Current 
programs, services and facili- 
ties create an environment that 
recognizes cultural differences, 
respects uniqueness, and facili- 
tates cross-cultural interaction, 
according to die Web site. 
Rebecca Nelson, director 
of the center, said it attracts 
guest speakers and hosts many 
events and programs for every- 
one on campus. 
gets smaller 
...OSU will 
become 
even more 
diverse." 
SHAKEER ABDULLAH, 
COORDINATOR 
"We just recently had Tupac 
Shakur's mom come to speak 
and we had a nice mixed aiuli 
ence," Nelson said. "We really 
want to encourage everyone of 
every ethnicity to attend and 
participate in our programs," 
Shakeer Alxlullah, coordina- 
tor ol New Diversity Initiatives. 
said the Multicultural Center 
also works with emerging stu- 
dent populations that aren't 
quite large enough to have their 
own individual establishment. 
While the Frank W. Hale 
)r.   Black  Cultural   Center 
was established to develop 
and  implement 
a diverse collec- 
tion of African- 
American culture 
and    activities, 
there is no cen- 
ter for students 
from     Middle- 
Fastem regions. 
Appalachian 
regions, or 
multi-racial 
backgrounds. 
Abdullah said 
the Multicultural Center 
strives to meet the needs 
of every student and eth- 
nicity. Cultural events are 
organi/.ed and advertised 
through fliers, signs, The 
I-antern, e-mails and post- 
ings on (he Multicultural 
Center Web site. Some of 
the events include round- 
table conferences and movie, 
nights, he said. 
"As the world gets smaller 
and more students get the 
opportunity to go to college, 
OSU will become even more 
diverse," Abdullah said. "So, 
it's really important to do 
as much as we can now to 
spread diversity awareness." 
pm/Iolbring 
■ Bridal ond Formahmor 
■ Steaming and Pressing 
• Custom Clothing 
GuimArraMWNT: 
(419)353-5611 
AZ     \Z     \Z    AZ .-.      . ■ .   ■   ■■ 
4 
HOUSES! HOU! 
Starting as low as $ 
sis! HOUSESll 
1,200 mo. + utilities  « 
2 full baths • 
Plenty of parking • 
Gas log fireplaces • 
(in most houses) 
Occupancy limited lo 3 • 
unrelated people 
On BGSU Shuttle Route • 
Only 2 blocks Irom campus! • 
• Spacious 3 & 4 bedroom layouts  1 
• 1 & 2 cat garages with automatic  1 
door openers                       fi 
• Walk in closets and ample storage 1 
• Full size washer and dryer            B 
• Microwaves, dishwashers, and     M 
garbage disposals '                w 
Bring in the ad and r 
rent for leases sta 
ecieve $100 off your 1 
rting in May 2006      § 
(^                              www.qieenbriarrenlals.com 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
get a 
life 
calendar of events 
Noon -1 p.m. 
Brown Bag Luncheon 
Activist Theatre: By, for and about 
Women Director Kristin Heller and 
the cast from the BGSU production 
of Beautiful Bodies" will perform 
a scene from the show and talk 
about their motivation for partici- 
pating in this production on eating 
disorders and empowerment 
for women. 
Women's Center. 108Hanna Hall 
9:15 p.m. 
Circle K Open House 
Come and see what our co-ed, 
community service based group is 
all about Learn about our activi- 
ties, talk to our friendly members, 
and explore the benefits we have to 
offer you. 
for more information contact: 
seckhof@bgsu.edu 
316 Union 
8 p.m. 
FAS: Jane Schoonmaker Rodgers. 
soprano 
Faculty Artist Series recital 
featuring Jane Schoonmaker 
Rodgers, soprano. The series fea- 
tures faculty performers from the 
College of Musical Arts. Free and 
open to the public. 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical 
Ms Center 
8-10 p.m. 
Women's Billiards Tournament 
Women's Single Elimination 
Billiards Tournament, sign up at 
the Into Center 
Black Swamp Pub 
Management I 
Now Renting for 
2006/2 
Call 353.5800 
Visit Online 
www.meccabg.eorn 
Management inc. 
Ilillsdalc Apts. 
l082Fairviev, Ave 
1 & 2 bdrms / 3 Ixlrm TWnh 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Air Conditkm/Washer/Dryeis In 
2/.* bdrm./Internet special/ 
Carpons/BOSU Bus Shuttle 
Management Inc. 
II cin/site 
710 N. Enterprise 
I & 2 bdrm apt 
Dishwashcr/GarbageDispi^al ■VC/washer, Dryei In 2 hdrms 
Free Intcmcl/Walk lo Campus 
/CfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
403/405 S. Church 
2 txlrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh 
1 bath/ close to downtown 
/(fEfcCA 
Management inc. 
215 E. Pw 
Eff. I bdrm / 2 hdrnis 
Starting at S255/mo 
Laundry mi site 
15 minute walk to campus 
BGSU Bus Route 
Management Inc. 
Trey Aubrey 
842/846/850 Seventh St. 
Two siory duplexes 
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/dishwasher/ 
garbage disposal Air condition/ 
Laundry on site 
Stop by the Office 
at 1045 N Main Si 
or check website 
www.meccabg.com 
for complete listing 
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QUOTEI'NQPOTF 
"It's a predator's dream come true, this Web 
site." 
Mice Sgt Hill McKam about tin-Web site MySpacc.com. 
(nraMdbanl 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
STAFF EDITORIAL 
Taft's proposal creates obstacles 
Ohio's legislators aren't mak- 
ing student's lives any easier 
these days. 
Bowling Green Congressional 
representative, Paul GQbrtor, 
sup|X>rts a hill that would reduce 
student financial aid in order to 
help balance the budget. 
Governor Boh Tart recently 
declared bis contribution to 
complicating students' lives in 
bis Slate of the Stale speech. 
In his speech. Taft proposed 
to raise high school graduation 
requirements. 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you think Tart's proposal 
helps or hurts college stu- 
dents? Send an E-mail to 
thenews@bgnews.com and tell 
us what you think, or post feed- 
back on our Web site. 
If die proposal passes, the 
changes will include the fol- 
lowing: tour years of math and 
hiiglish. three years of science 
and social science and at least 
two years of a foreign language. 
These new requirements can 
only benefit students and we at 
the BG News praise Taft for cre- 
ating higher educational stan- 
dards in Ohio. 
I lowever, if students don't 
meet these requirements they 
will have to take remedial 
courses. 
The other pan of Taft's propos- 
al makes it harder for smdents 
to take these remedial classes if 
they fail a high school course. 
■ Taft's proposal stipulates that 
Ohio's state-funded four-year 
colleges or universities would 
not offer the necessary remedial 
courses and students woukl 
have to take diem at a commu- 
nity college. 
The BG News believes this 
could cause a real obstacle for 
many students. 
Two or three remedial 
classes would add to the cost 
of an already expensive college 
education. 
Also, remedial classes don't 
contribute to graduation 
requirements when students 
transfer to a four-year university. 
When funds are tight, this 
additional obstacle may prevent 
some students from attending 
college entirely. 
Some students may choose 
to work for a few years and save 
money, but some sources report 
smdents are less likely to return 
to school when they get com- 
fortable in the workforce. 
Stricter education require- 
ments in high school will 
increase die likelincss that sm- 
dents will succeed in college — if 
they arc able to overcome the 
increasing obstacles legislators 
set before them. 
Legislators should be trying 
to make our lives easier. They 
should also make financial aid 
available to more smdents. They 
should also make it easier to 
take remedial courses if neces- 
sary because it will help college 
grads in the long run. 
But they're not making our 
lives easier, and for that we 
should be angry. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE 
Competitors 
deserve respect 
from media 
My family attended the home 
gymnastic meet this pasi week- 
end and were appalled by your 
photographer's lack of compas- 
sion when two of the gymnasts 
were bun. 
Your photographer snapped 
several pictures of the athlete 
lying in pain on the mat as she 
was being attended to by her 
coach and trainers. 
I have never attended a sport- 
ing event where pictures were 
being taken of injured players. 
I could not believe my eyes 
when I opened the paper on 
Monday to see the photo of 
Candies Deacon on the floor In 
obvious pain, 
What an insensitive thing 
to do! 
Did you not think how she or 
the team would feel about seeing 
her photo in print? 
You should have focused with 
pictures on the good parts of die 
meet and only mentioned the 
injuries in your article. 
Shame on you! 
The BG News owes Candice 
Deacon and the Gymnastics 
team an apology. 
JODIE WATSON 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
watsonjl? bgsu.com 
Islamic world's 
protests skew 
Muslim image 
Recently over die weekend, the 
Islamic wortd has been in an 
uproar over a Western scandal. 
They are upset over a cartoon 
that was printed in a I htnish 
newspaper over four months ago. 
And what is the Islamic world's 
response to this cartoon? 
They have threatened to at lack 
foreign aid workers throughout 
the Middle East who had noth- 
ing ID do with any of this, and 
have burned Danish embassies 
from Syria to die Indonesia. 
Governments from Egypt to 
Pakistan have demanded that 
the paper be stopped and that 
an apology be issued. 
Unlike most protests, this one 
carried messages of death and 
punishment for the cartoonist. 
"His hands must be cut off for 
this offense at the least." 
I find it odd that all of a sud- 
den this cartoon is just now 
being decried by Muslims. 
To me this shows that there 
are leaders in the Islamic world 
who start ranting and raving just 
to whip up ami-Western senti- 
ments among their people. 
I have believed that most of 
the hate and acts of violence In 
the name of Islam were all com- 
ing from a small, vocal section of 
the Islamic world. The average 
Muslim can't be that much dif- 
ferent from me. 
I figured much of the silence 
coming from the Muslim world 
was due to the oppressive 
regimes that die vast majority 
live under. 
I lowever, between the mass 
riots which caused more than 
a few deaths, the election of 
I lamas and now this explosion 
of hate leading to the attacks 
of innocent people over a few 
political cartoons, il makes you 
wonder what the real percent- 
age of tolerant Muslims there is 
out there. 
SEAN MARTIN 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 
msean@bgsu.edu 
Republicans lose sight of goal 
CHRIS 
DONNELLY 
U- Whv Columnist 
Vaitderbilt Hustler 
In September of 1994, scores 
of Republican House can- 
didates stood on the steps 
of the U.S. Capitol and signed 
what was called the "Contract 
with America." a set of goals 
outlined by then-Congressman 
Newt Gingrich that pledged to 
reduce the size of government 
reign in irresponsible spending, 
and restore personal responsi- 
bility to welfare recipients. 
Running on this conservative 
type of platform, scores of GOP 
candidates across the country 
were elected, and for the first 
lime in 40 years, the Democrats 
lost their majority in the I louse 
of Representatives. 
Republicans, by staying on 
this conservative message, were 
able to pick up 52 seals 
Unfortunately, the 
Republicans now have their 
own lobbying scandal, with 
lack Abramofl and their own 
majority leader, Tom DeLay, 
had to step down recently, due 
to ethical problems. 
Furthermore, when the 
opportunity presented itself 
to pick a new majority leader 
whose hands were clean of 
lobbyist connections, the 
I louse Republicans passed over 
reformer John Shadegg (Ariz.) 
and picked John Bohener |()hio| 
instead, who at one point was 
actually writing checks from 
tobacco lobbyists to members 
on the House floor right before 
a big vote involving — you 
guessed it — tobacco regulation. 
Republicans in 1994 also criti- 
cized earmark projects — pork 
barrel initiatives that members 
can anonymously insert into 
spending bills, without having 
to be held accountable. 
In 1994, there were about 
4,000 of these in all the spend- 
ing bills that were passed. 
One area where Republicans 
do deserve credit is with taxes. 
Since taking over the House, 
die GOP has cut taxes four 
times, which is good for the 
American taxpayer and good for 
the economy, no doubt. 
Although they had no prob- 
lem passing a balanced budget 
during the Clinton years, most 
Republicans — save a few 
— don't have the backbone to 
stand up to President Bush and 
his out-of-control spending. 
Obviously, defense spend- 
ing during a lime of war is 
something we need, so it's 
understandable that defense 
spending has risen 34 per- 
cent since Bush took office. 
However, non-defense spend- 
ing has gone up 28 percent 
under the current president. 
House Republicans need to 
stick to their message of 1994 by 
standing up to wasteful spend- 
ing no mailer which party the 
president belongs to — even if 
be is one of their own. 
The environment in 1994 for 
Republicans to win back the 
I louse was perfect — you had a 
Democratic Congress plagued 
with scandal, a fairly unpopular 
president of that same party 
(although Clinton turned nut to 
be popular overall in his eight 
years in the White House — his 
first two were among the most 
rockyl and a Congress that was 
spending way out of control and 
cozying up to lobbyists. 
This sounds a lot like today, 
except there's one problem. It's 
the Republicans in this position. 
If Democrats manage to take 
back the House in November, it 
will be nobody's fault but the 
Republicans' who have started 
acting like them. 
ON THE STREET 
Do you think students 
should be worried 
about getting addicted 
to gambling? 
ANDYW0ZNIAK 
FRESHMAN, VCT 
7 don't really think 
it's a concern." 
SEAN MARKLE 
SOPHOMORE, 
ARCHITECTURE 
"Possibly, as long as 
it's responsible it's OK." 
AMANDA MOORE 
FRESHMAN, APPAREL 
MERCHANDISING 
"If they are respon- 
sible, they shouldn't 
worry." 
H 
JARRF.TT SMITH 
SENIOR, CONSTRUCTION 
MANAGEMENT 
"Yes, it takes you away 
from your focus." 
Fake baking our 
way to leather skin 
February is upon us, that 
means all the pinks and 
reds of Valentine's Day 
are out, winter has remem- 
bered it is supposed to make 
us miserable and most impor- 
tantly, only three more weeks 
of tanning opportunities 
before spring break. 
ITiat's right, the first mass tan- 
ning season of the year is off to an 
amazing start with thousands of 
college students all over America 
scrambling for die best deal as 
they realize they may not achieve 
the perfect shade of golden 
brown by March. 
All the tanning salons can say is 
"hallelujah." The average cost of 
tanning is benveen $20 and $40 
per month for three months. Very 
few salons offer anything less 
than a diree month membership, 
though some do charge |X'r visit. 
The deals keep getting better 
as students pit offers against one 
another so they can find die liest 
deal. Some even go so far as to 
go door to door, visiting as many 
as five businesses looking for the 
right one. 
They are looking for one thing: 
the perfect tan. It must be flaw- 
less, without "embarrassing" tan 
lines, and it must be dark. 
Unlike the color tan suggests, 
die shade we go for today is not 
actually tan, it's more of a golden 
brown or burnt sienna, if we go 
by our standard box of Crayolas. 
When I think of tan, I think of 
tan pants or tan paint, just darker 
than off-white, but people can 
still discern my nationality with- 
out difficulty. 
Don't get me wrong I'm all 
about a nice summer tan, but I 
prefer to get it during the sum- 
mer swimming or just doing 
some good hard work outside. 
It's unnatural to bundle up in 
winter coats, layers of sweat- 
ers and long underwear just to 
drive in the snow to a tanning 
salon so you can spend 10 
minutes stripping down and 
10 minutes getting redressed 
when you only spend 15 min- 
utes in that litde booth. 
furthermore, I applaud tiiose 
wiio believe it is actually healthier 
for them to "fake bake" Ulan to 
spend some time outside in the 
sun. 1 realize die impending 
doom of the hole in the ozone 
layer, which has been threaten- 
ing to give us all melanoma for 
the past 20 years, but guess what, 
it hasn't happened yet 
1 ook at it this way: why does 
it take me an hour in the sun 
to get an even tan. but only 15 
minutes in a box full of light 
bulbs? It isn't natural. 
Before you start shooting 
AMANDA 
HOOVER 
Opinion Columnist 
excuses at me, know this: I've 
already heard them all. You're 
just tanning so you won't bum 
over break. 
VVhat about ibis fun, new alter- 
native, sunscreen. That's right, 
studies now show that a little SPI-' 
15 or 30 will keep you protected 
from burning and skin cancer, 
and it is low enough to allow you 
to get a tan. It just might take lon- 
ger than IS minutes. 
So whatever happened to sun- 
screen? I can remember a time 
when our parents slathered us 
from head to toe to make sure 
that we are safe from sunburn. 
Or maybe it was just so they 
wouldn't have to hear us com- 
plain about our sunburns. 
Now we rarely hear about the 
benefits of sunscreen, except 
maybe on the local news station 
when they do their annual heat 
wave features. 
Maybe we should try a meth- 
od that is known to work and 
force ourselves to sacrifice one or 
two shades of tan instead of pay- 
ing ridiculous amounts to salons 
who offer "the perfect summer 
tan." 
The excuse that bothers me 
the most is the one that I hear 
most often; people tell me they 
go tanning so that at no point 
over spring break do diey look 
pale or pasty. I'm convinced dial 
this is a sign of die apocalypse. 
I lave we really become so 
obsessed with die way we look 
lhat we cannot bear to be seen in 
public with anything less dian a 
flawless skin tone diat shows no 
sign of white except the palms of 
our hands? 
Get a grip! What ever hap- 
pened to being who you are? 
Why do we risk growing old 
with skin reminiscent of stiff 
leather and the ever present pos- 
sibility of turning a sickly shade 
of orange? [Which reminds me, 
if you have had the unfortunate 
consequence of turning orange, 
do not yell at me when I stare at 
you as though you are an alien, 
that's your fault, not mine.l 
This treatment of our bodies 
has to stop We are treating our 
bodies more and more like meat 
every year. 
We stick it in the oven until it is 
golden brown; then we put it on a 
platter so everyone can fight over 
the legs. 
Send comments to Amanda at 
hoowmaffhgai.edu. 
BOB MOSER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
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THIS WEEK'S 
BAD JOKE: 
Q: What's black, white, 
black, white and green 
all over? 
A: Two skunks fighting 
over a pickle. 
You could tell yourself that 
it's news, but it's just not. 
Written and Illustrated by John Batkrtimet. Jr., iohnkbdbgsu.edu 
rSES!^ 
»CAMPUS 1 
HOUSES 
CLOSE TO 
May 2006 Leases 
• 835 5th, 4 bdrm 
SlOOO/mo 
August 2006 Leases 
•239BManvillc, I bdrm 
$350/mo 
• 849A 6th St., 1 bdrm 
$325/mo 
Call 419-352-9392 
tor current listing 
GOING FAST/ 
NEWI9VE 
Rentals 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
801 FIFTH ST: Two bdrm unfurn. apts w/ off Street parking and washer 
and dryers in bldgs. FREE WATER & SEWER. Cat okay. 
803 FIFTH ST: Two bdrm. unfurn. apts w/ off Street parking and washer and dryers in bldgs. 
FREE WATERS SEWER. Cat okay. 
309 HIGH ST: Two bdrm. unfurn. apts w/ off Street parking close to Campus. FREE WATER & 
SEWER. Cat okay. 
520 E. REED: Two bdrm. turn. & unfurn. apts across from Campus. Off Street parking. FREE 
WATER & SEWER. 
332 S. Main 
FROBOSE RENTALS 1     Bowling Green 
Stop by our only office or call us at (419) 352-5620 
NEWL9VE 
« KtlllaU www.newl 
Written and Illustrated by led Davis. jadavis®bp.su edu 
Reflections revive 
pain, awkwardness 
JIM 
LEVASSEUR 
Not News Editor 
Remember when you were 
a little kitl, living imp ill 
kindergarten like you 
were the best thing since the 
invention of the disposable dia- 
per? I ifc was good, wasn't it? 
I mean, two plus two was still 
four there was no shortage of 
Ptay-Doh to least upon; and that 
cute girl Suzie over at the next 
table totally had the hots for you. 
Fast-forward 15 years, and 
unfortunately the only thing 
that hasn't changed is your clay 
consumption habit. 
But, you're probably asking, 
whatever happened to Suzie? 
Lets just say the skank made out 
with every boy in the seventh 
grade... except you. 
l-'rom the way I ve described the 
"glory days," you might expect me 
to jump at the chance to return to 
my prime. You'd be wrong. 
You see, a friend asked ine the 
exact same question a few days ago 
and my answer was a resounding 
"I lells no!" tor a hunch of reasons. 
For example, remember how 
everyone had those sweet gym 
shoes with the blinking laser 
lights that could blind a cow 
from 100 yards away? 
Yeah, my mom always refused 
to buy them for me; now when 
ever I see someone wearing 
blinking shoes. I have a little 
breakdown. And just to be clear, 
when Isay "iitdc."I mean that 
sometimes my breakdowns last 
for weeks on end. 
Another thing thai gave me 
fits was those damn Magic I ye 
puzzles. I don't know if anyone in 
the history of the world lias eva 
stared at those pictures lor as 
long as I did back in third grade 
And the worst pan was thai all 
my friends were like masters al 
it, too. Our conversations usually 
went something like ihis: 
IHIi:.\l):\V'ow1(:hivkoiiiihis 
awesome Magic llu'l 
Mli Urn, yeah... 
FRIEND; What can't you see It? 
Its easy, you Just— 
ME: Er, of course I can see 
it. 1 just didn't know if it was 
a, urn, you know, one of those, 
(■in. things. 
FRIEND: Hey, what hap- 
pened to your nose? Are those 
all paper cuts? 
ME I hate you. 
Bui you know what? None 
of it matters anymore, because 
I'm my own person. I don't need 
Play-Dob or blinking shoes to 
lead a meaningful life. 
On second thought, forget 
everything I |ust wrote Suzie just 
Facebooked me. 
February Special 
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE 
Campbell Hill Apts 
318 Campbell Hill Rd 
Spacious 2 Bedroom Townhouses 
Featuring 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
•A/C 
•Dishwasher 
•Full Basements 
•Garbage Disposals 
•VV/D in select units 
•Microwave 
•on of BG's Largest 2 bedrooms 
•Close to campus- also on shuttle run 
Hours: 
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm 
Sat: 9am-1pm 
445 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419.352.0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
Management Inc. 
www.meccabg.com 
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS 
LOG ON TODAY TO: 
• View our 2006/2007 availability 
• View pictures, map of locations, 
paperwork and other info to make 
your search easier. 
• www.meccabg.com 
NOW   RENTING   FOR   2006-2007 
Stop by office lor listing! 
1045N Main Suite 7B    419.353.5800 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402    info@meccabg.com 
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INVESTIGATORS ASK FOR MORE STATE MONEY 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — The state watchdog is 
asking forauthority to use another $85,000 to help with 
investigation of Ohio's corruption scandal. Inspector 
General Tom Charles needs permission from the state 
Controlling Board to tap money from an existing fund 
set aside for his investigation of the scandal. 
  www.bgnews.com/state 
SWE 
Murderer lethally injected 
Killer talks with relative of one of his victims shortly before execution 
By John McCarthy 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
LUCASVDJLE, Ohio — A man 
was executed yesterday for rap- 
ing and stranglingn woman he 
grew up with and a woman 
he met at a concert in a five- 
month spree of assaults while 
on drugs. 
About two hours before 
Glenn L. Benner II died by 
injection, he met privately 
with the brother of one of his 
victims. 
Kudncy Bowser, who request- 
ed the meeting, said recently 
he wanted to talk to his boy- 
hood friend to resolve some 
unanswered questions that 
have haunted him for years, 
such as how Benner and his 
sister crossed paths the night 
of her death. 
Their 15-minute discussion 
through the cell door at the 
Southern Ohio Correctional 
Facility was the first meet- 
ing between an inmate about 
to be executed and a victim's 
family member. 
Benner, 43, was convicted of 
kidnapping, raping and mur- 
dering Trina Bowser, 21, in 
19H6, leaving her body in the 
trunk of her car along a high- 
way in Tallmadge, the town 
where they grew up across the 
street from each other. 
A year earlier he strangled 
Cynthia Sedgwick, 26, of 
Cleveland Heights, after a 
George Thorogood concert. 
Benner admitted commit- 
ting horrific crimes while 
under the influence of drugs. 
He had refused to ask for his 
life to be spared because he 
said the process does not con- 
sider whether a person chang- 
es in prison. 
He smiled at relatives and 
tiodded toward the victims' 
families when he entered the 
execution chamber. 
"Over the last 20 years I've 
caused you unimagi- 
nable pain and I'm 
sorry. Trina and 
Cynthia were beau- 
tiful girls who didn't 
deserve what 1 done 
to them. They are in 
a better place. I pray 
that God will grant 
you peace." Benner 
said just before 
he died. 
Bradley    Bowser, 
one of Trina's three brothers 
who witnessed the execution, 
said softly, "That won't get you 
into heaven, ace." 
GLENN 
BENNER 
KILLER 
After the execution, 13 of 
Trina Bowser's family mem- 
bers criticized the law allowing 
only three people for each vic- 
tim to witness the executions 
and lashed out against death 
penalty opponents. 
Those who feel sad- 
ness for Benner should 
know their "comments 
are meaningless to 
us, because you have 
not suffered the heart- 
wrenching loss and 
ongoing nightmare of 
a loved one being bru- 
tally murdered," said 
Scott Bowser, Trina's 
nephew, who read a 
statement from the 
family. Death penalty oppo- 
nents typically protest at the 
prison during executions, and 
dozens were outside yesterday. 
Carty: Hockey hall holds high hopes 
Finkbeiner gets others 
to join him in his plan 
for downtown arena 
TOIHX). (AP) — Political leaders 
are looking at several sites near 
the city's convention center for 
a new arena that they hope will 
revitalize downtown. 
The sites being considered 
are also near the Toledo Mud 
Hens' minor league ballpark, 
which was built four years ago. 
It is credited with bringing new 
visitors and businesses to the 
city's center. 
Developers and politicianswho 
have fought for years over where 
to build an arena now seem to 
agree it should tx' near the con- 
vention center. Plans announced 
five years ago for an arena across 
the Maumee River from down- 
town appear all but over. 
"It'stime to moveon.let'sget Un- 
tiling built," said Bob McCloskey, 
who originally favored die river- 
front site for an arena that would 
replace the outdated Toledo 
Sports Arena built in 1947. 
Other cities around the state 
have opened or are in the pro- 
cess of building new stadiums 
and arenas. 
Youngstown opened the 
new Chevrolet Centre arena in 
October, and Columbus is plan- 
ning to build a new minor base- 
ball park for the 2008 season. 
Toledo leaders have narrowed 
their site search to four spots. 
Mayor Carty Finkbeiner favors 
a site that does not include any 
old or historic buildings. 
He said buildings in the 
city's warehouse district need 
to be preserved. 
"It didn't make a whole lot of 
sense to be taking buildings down 
there," he said. 
The mayor also would like 
to see a hotel built next to the 
arena, which would host hock- 
ey and basketball games along 
with concerts. 
ESTABLISHED m CMAHLESTOH. II 
If, 1083 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA 
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY. ^tftw»v IO*fjyv 
OK, SO MY SUSS MALLY AWN T GOUBMfT AND 
WE'Bt MOT FRENCH EITMCB. MY SUBS JUST TASTt 
A UTTU BCTTCR. THAT'S ALU I MANTED TO 
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT 
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STIOr WITH GOURMET. 
S* THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET, BUT 
I DOWT THINK EITHER Of US KNOWS WHAT IT 
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY! 
9-~yd**- 
8" SUB SANDWICHES 
III si my list; sub sandwiches lie t (ill I inches at 
homemade French bread Iresli veggies and the liaesi 
null & cheese I can buy' Ind it il natters tt »ou 
we slice everything liesh everyday, in this sure, light 
heie where you c» see it. (Na Mystery nut here!) 
HI PEPE"* 
leal applewaad SMOked run mi iravalaie cheese 
garnished with lettuce lomato. aid Mayo (Insane!) 
#2 BIG JOHN 
Medium rare shaved raast heel, lapaed with yummy 
naya. lettuce, and tinala. (Can't htal this an!) 
#3 SORRY CHARLIE 
Calilotnu Baby tuna, aiied with celery, onions and 
aur tasty sauce, then leaped with alfalfa saioets. 
cucumber lettuce- aid lanata. (My luna cocks!) 
«4 TURKEY TOM* 
Fresh sliced turkey breast, lopped with lettuce. 
tomato allalla sprouts and Maya. (The original i 
#5 VITO* 
The original Italian sub with genaa salami, pravttaie. 
caprcala. oniin. lettuce, tomati & a real tasty Italian 
vinaigrette (Bider it with hat peppers trust Me!) 
«6 VEGETARIAN        $5 
Several layers al pravaloae cheese separated by real 
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber, lettuce, 
(ornate anal may* (Truly a gatirmet sub fwl fti vegetarians 
-m> pneedude!) 
JJ-B-LT.* 
lacau. lettuce, tomato 1 Maya. 
(Ihe enJy better III is mama s III. this one rules!) 
• SIDE ITEMS * 
* Soda Pop  Slfl9/$UI 
• Giant chacalate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie    .SIM 
• leal potato chips at |umba hasher dill pichlo.... SO.IS 
• [ma load of neat Sl.ZS 
* Eiira choose or eitraavecada spread SOU 
* Hat Peppers SI 35 
FREE6IES   ISU6S t, CLUBS ONLY) 
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomata, mayo, sliced 
cucumber D.HHI mustard, ail t\ vinegar, and aregano. 
r
«MET SANDV/1C 
PLAIN SLIMS™ 
Any Sub minus ihe lefties and sauce 
SLIM I BMaVtfMM 
SLIM 2 lout leel 
SLIM 3 Tmu salad 
SLIM 4 turkey Irtiit 
SLIM 5 Salami, taiicoll. cheese 
SLIM 6 Double pio.olone 
Low Carb Lettuce Wrap 
Same ingredients and price of the 
sub ot club without the bread 
YOUB CATERING 
SOLUTION!!! 
101 lUHCHIS MTTMS. FIRIIIS' I 
DELIVEIt ORDERS mil include a Seiner, I 
charge if 3Sc lei item. 
• • • •JIMMrj0HNS.COM .... 
THE JJ. 
GARGANTUAN™ 
Ibis sandwich was invented by 
Jimmy Johns brother Huey It's huge 
enough to teed the hungriest ol all 
humans' Ions of genoa salami sliced 
smoked ham capicola. roast beef 
turkey & provolone. jammed into 
one ol our homemade fiench buns 
then smothered with onions, mayo, 
lettuce, tonato, i our homemade 
Italian dressing 
GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES 
My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it 
en my fresh baked thick sliced 7 grain bread or my famous 
homemade trench bread! 
«7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB 
I lull 1/4 pound ol real applowood smoked ham. provolone 
cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real mayo! (A real stack) 
«8 BILLY CLUB"" 
least beef. bam. provolone. Dijon mustard, lettuce, 
tomato, t Maya. (Here's to my old pal lilly who 
invented this great combo ) 
#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*' 
leal genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. and 
provolone choese all topped with lettuce, tomato, onion, 
mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette 
(Too hav'ia order hoi peppers, just ask1) 
#10 HUNTER'S CLUB 
■ lull 1/4 pound ol Iresb sliced medium rare roast beef. 
provolone. lettuce, tomato. & mayo (It rocks!!') 
#11 COUNTRY CLUB" 
fresh sliced lurkey breast, apple wood smoked ham. 
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomata. and mayo' 
(I very traditional, yet always exceptional classic') 
#12 BEACH CLUB4' ® 
fresh baked lurkey breast, provolone cheese avocado 
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato and 
mayo' ill's the real deal folks, and il ain't even California ) 
113 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB" 
Double provolone real avocado spread, sliced 
cucumber, allalla sprouts, lettuce, lomato. £ mayo 
(fry it on my 7 grain whole wheat bread. Ibis veggie 
sandwich is world class!) 
014 BOOTLEGGER CLUB" 
least heel, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. & mayo 
In American classic, certainly net invented by J J hut 
definitely tweaked and tine tuned lo perfection' 
#15 CLUB TUNA" 
Ihe same as our «3 Sorry Charlie eiccpt ihis one has a 
lot more. Homemade tuna salad, provolone. sprouts, 
cucumber,lenuce & tomato. (I guarantee it's awesome!) 
#16 CLUB LULUr" 
Fresh sliced turkey breasl. bacon, lettuce lomato. & 
Mayo, f JJ s original turkey & bacon club) 
I WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK *E 
BOWLING GREEN    1616E. WOOSTER    419.352.7200 
"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!" 
Ohio Dem. has unusual 
shot in Governor's race 
Strickland win would 
be rare for Ohio party 
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) —TWelve 
years after ihe GOP reigned in five 
industrial, mainly Midwestern 
states, only Ohio is still governed 
by a Republican. 
Democrats lead Illinois, 
Michigan, Pennsylvania and 
Wisconsin, but have been shut out 
in Ohio since Richard Celeste left 
office in 1991. Geography, finances 
and political farm systems have 
played a role. 
This year's race for Ohio gover- 
nor is open for the first time since 
1998. It is vying for voters'attention 
with state and national ethics scan- 
dals two years after the Republican 
stronghold returned President 
Bush to the White House. 
Ohio stayed underaGOPadmin- 
istratjon mostly for two reasons, 
said Paul Beck, a political scien- 
tist at Ohio State University. While 
far from prosperous, the state's 
economy was in better shape four 
years ago than many industrial 
states, especially Michigan, and 
tlie Democratic parties in the other 
states are better organized than 
Ohio's, he said. 
All five states had Republican 
governors in 1994. All haw heavy 
manufacturing interests but also are 
highly dependent on agriculture. 
The states' geography plays a fac- 
torinelections.WliileilsMidwestem 
and Eastern neighbors have one or 
two big cities. Ohio lias six of more 
than 100,00. Surrounding them 
are hundreds of suburbs rich in 
Republican votes. So are the states 
29 Appalachian counties, where 
voters give weight to issues like gun 
rights and abortion. 
In the last open race for governor, 
Republican Bob laft beat Democrat 
Lee fisher in all but nine of thecoun- 
rjes. Taft won the election statewide 
by 5 percentage points. 
Democrats have hung onto the 
big cities — the five largest have 
Democratic mayors — but that 
base is dwindling as suburban 
UN supervises 
Haitian election. 
PARE 9 
migration continues. 
Money also had something to 
do with the 2002 results in gover- 
nors' races. Ohio Democrat Tim 
I lagan raised $12 million, about 
one-tenth of the amount raised by 
Taft, who was easily re-elected. Taft 
cannot run again this year because 
of term limits. 
Compare that with the $7.5 
million that Democrat lennifer 
Granholm raised on her way to 
being elected Michigan governor 
orme$42.6miliionofr*nnsyrvariia 
Democrat Ed Rendell. 
Granholm was snubbed by 
Michigan's organized labor estab- 
lishment in the 2002 primary, but 
that support was key to her victory 
over Republican Dick Posthumous, 
said William Rustem, president 
of the nonparrjsan Public Sector 
Consultants, based in Lansing. 
"Their numbers are duninish- 
ing, but when it comes to elect- 
ing Democrats, 
they still have a 
significant role 
to play," Rustem 
said of labor. 
Ohio's union establishment, 
meanwhile, has not had much suc- 
cess outside of helping deliver the 
state to President Clinton twice. In 
between was the campaign of for- 
mer state Sen. Rob Burch, a union- 
backed Democrat who lost to 
Republican Gov. George \foinovich 
by 1.5 million votes in 1994. 
Ohio also lacks the Democratic 
farm system that helped get the 
other four governors known and 
elected. Wisconsin Gov. lim Doyle 
and Granholm were state attor- 
neys general, while Rendell and 
Illinois Gov. Rod Blajogevic, a for- 
mer Chicago congressman, came 
from big-city bases. 
No Democrat has been elected 
statewide in Ohio since 1990. 
After four stinging defeats for 
governor, most Ohio Democrats 
are embracing U.S. Rep. Ted 
Strickland in the May 2 primary. 
He has raised $3 million, 10 times 
more than his nearest competitor, 
state Sen. Eric Fingerhut. 
Properties 
Houses That Feel Like Homes 
www pr9fmrrmdprop0rtimtco.com 
MAKE YOUR HOME AT: 
• Fox Run Aph. • Mini Moll Apts. 
• Updated Birchwood • Triplex 
- small peh allowed • small pels allowed 
> See our wabses or aJ far many mare listings   • Houses 
GREAT 
AFFORDABLE 
RATESI 
EXTRA URGE 
BEDROOMS 
AVAILABLE! 
■IMuitrikm CHERRYWOOD 
HEALTH SPA 
• Indoor Hiolid Pool 
i.Un  Bruin  *N"'l«•»•«•'•' HltlHDtnaflllT   ■ No* Iquipmonl 
■ rlDlltMlO   • Souno 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Fril 8 12 4 1-4:30 
530 S Maple Si.   410.3sa.037* 
HIS Jl««ijqn«sill««isi !«l   I,I iinmiiimii ■•■> 
VILLAGE GREEN 
APARTMENTS 
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 
EXTRA AMENITIES 
"Home away from Home" 
• OFFICE HOURS • 
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM 
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment 
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION 
Call 419-354-3533 
or visit villagegreen-bg.com 
480 Lehman Avenue 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
BG SPORTS 
BRIEFING 
THE  BG NEWS 
Ourfcin to lead BGSU 
special teams 
BGSU assistant football coach 
D.J. Durkin will assume the role 
of special teams coordinator in 
addition to coaching defensive 
ends for the upcoming season, 
head coach Gregg Brandon 
announced yesterday. 
Brandon also announced 
assistants lohn Lovett and John 
Bowers will switch assignments 
with Lovett coaching defensive 
backs and Bowers working with 
linebackers. 
SHOWTIME: LEBRON JAMES WILL COMPETE IN SKILLS CHALLENGE PAGE 8 
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Led by Mann, BG 
shows emotion 
Players look to crowd 
and each other to up 
intensity on court 
By Jessica Ameling 
ASSISTANT   SPORTS  EDITOR 
AH Mann's emotional play has 
always made her the player 
opposing fans like to heckle. 
But she doesn't care, that's 
just her game. 
"I feed off the crowd, I feed 
off my teammates and I feed 
off big plays," said Mann, a 
junior standout on the BGSU 
women's basketball team. 
"I'm always the one yelling, 
or getting intense, making 
faces." 
Mann's teammate, Kate 
Achter, has also always been 
one to let her emo- 
tions show on the 
court, dating back 
to high school when 
she played for her 
dad. 
"Coming from a 
program where my 
dad's very intense, 
I learned I couldn't 
take a day off, so 
there's a lot of emo- 
tion there," Achter 
said. 
Mann  leads the 
BGSU women's bas- 
ketball  team with 
15.1 points per game 
and Achter runs the 
show at the point 
guard position, averaging 11.6 
points and 4.7 assists. The fact 
that two of the team's lead- 
ers are also emotional leaders 
wasn't by chance. 
"When we're out recruiting 
it's more than just putting the 
ball in the basket to us, it's the 
whole package," said Falcon 
coach Curt Miller. "How they 
interact with their coaching 
staffs, how they interact with 
their fellow teammates and 
their demeanor on the floor. 
Because we're a staff that's 
competitive and emotional, 
we're naturally attracted to 
kids who play with emotion 
on the basketball court." 
Those recruiting strate- 
gies must be working, as the 
Falcons are now 18-2 overall 
and 9-0 in the Mid-American 
Conference. Only one other 
team in thehistoryof the pro- 
gram has started that well, 
the 1986-87 team that entered 
the NCAA Tournament with a 
27-2 record. 
"We just wear our hearts on 
our sleeve every day out on 
the court," Mann said. "When 
we're playing well, we're play- 
ing with emotion." 
Another mark of the 
Falcons' success is their home 
winning streak. BG's 15 con- 
secutive victories at Anderson 
Arena is the sixth-longest 
current home court winning 
streak in the nation. 
"We get the crowd into it, 
but late in the second half 
when we're running out of gas 
and we hear that 
"WeJUSt Wear   defense chant, it 
keeps us going," 
Achter said. 
The team also 
relies on its ani- 
mated bench 
to keep up the 
intensity. It's not 
unusual to see the 
players celebrat- 
ing on the bench, 
jumping higher 
than the players 
on the court. 
"They're   run- 
ning  out  to  us 
at      time-outs, 
they're the first 
ones     to    slap 
us high-fives," Achter said. 
"I'm sure you see lill ILausel 
and Whitney |Tay!or| on the 
bench, they have their own 
little dance routine." 
But some Falcons get fired 
up in ways that can't be seen 
from the stands. 
"Liz IHonegger] is not one 
to really jump in the air and 
start yelling and screaming," 
Mann said. "But you can see it 
in her eyes that she wants the 
ball, she can get intense with- 
out having all kinds of facial 
expressions." 
Miller said the same is true 
for  another  starter,  Carin 
Home. 
"Carin doesn't show much 
EMOTION, PAGE 8 
our hearts 
on our sleeve 
every day 
on the court. 
When we're 
playing 
well, we're 
playing with 
emotion." 
All MANN, JUNIOR 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Falcons reverse role in win 
Men stage off late rally by Eastern to finally win close game in MAC 
By Ryan Autullo 
SPOUTS EOITOR 
With one streak all but snapped, 
the BGSU men got greedy — near- 
ly too greedy — in an effort to halt 
another one. 
BG, likely the unluckiest team 
in the Mid-American Conference, 
stopped a three-game losing skid 
and possibly reversed its heart- 
breaking late game fortunes with 
a 73-71 win over Eastern Michigan 
last night at Anderson Arena. 
BG, losers of five MAC games 
by a combined 13 points, was 
finally able to walk away victors 
in a league game decided by in a 
single possession. And if the win 
begins a more comforting trend, 
the Falcons will gladly look over 
the fact they led Eastern by eight 
points with just 1:09 remaining. 
"We've been in so many (close 
gamesl now, we should have han- 
dled it better," said BG coach Dan 
Dakich. 
BG, which lost a pair of league 
games in overtime the past two 
weekends, improves to9-13 overall 
and 5-7 in the MAC. The Falcons 
won at Eastern, 79-72, on Ian. 18. 
In its other disheartening MAC 
losses, BG was often a rebound 
or free throw away from winning. 
Last night, the Falcons were a 
jump shot away from losing after 
leading by as many as 15 points in 
the second half. 
EMU freshman Carlos Medlock 
misfired with his foot on the line 
from the right corner with two 
seconds to go and neither team 
was able to come up with the 
rebound. Medlock made plenty of 
big plays in the second half, scor- 
ing 14 of his game-high 22 points, 
but an outside jumper wasn't what 
his coach was looking for in that 
situation, 
"He probably should have tried 
to attack and go to the rim and 
get someone to help, but the fact 
that he had the cajones to take the 
shot, I don't have a problem with 
it," said first-year Eagles coach 
Charles E. Ramsey. 
Medlock, a 6-foot guard, began 
the Eagles' rally in the final min- 
ute by hitting a pair of free throws 
with 1:02 remaining to cut the 
lead to six. He followed with a 
EASTERN,PAGE 8 
Brandon Heiss 
AIR ASSAULT; BGSU's Steven Wright looks to pass in the Falcons' 73-71 win over Eastern Michigan last 
night at Anderson Arena. Wright finished with 17 points, including seven from the free-throw line. 
HOCKEY 
Falcons travel to Alaska for a pair 
Home ice in CCHA 
playoffs hinges on 
weekend series 
By Kevin Shields 
REPORTED 
It's been almost a year since the 
Falcons last saw the Nanooks of 
Alaska-Fairbanks. 
For BGSU, that weekend 
last March is a weekend they'd 
like to forget as the Nanooks, a 
then eighth seed in the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association 
tournament, took it to the fifth 
seeded Falcons in two straight 
games (6-3, 6-3). spoiling the 
Falcons first home playoff series 
at the University Ice Arena in 
over a decade. 
The losses came just two 
months after the Falcons had 
swept UAF 6-2, 6-1 at the Ice 
Arena in games that were 
dominated from start to fin- 
ish by BGSU's strong play and 
strong goaltending from Jordan 
Sigalet. 
The Falcons hope they can 
duplicate that effort and avenge 
last March's loss as they head to 
Fairbanks this weekend for two 
important CCHA games. Face- 
offs are set for 11:05 p.m. 
"It (the playoff losses) 
reminds us of how danger- 
ous a team they are," Falcon 
coach Scott Paluch said of 
last year's playoff meeting. 
"But we're in a clearly dif- 
ferent situation now. Yes 
we want to beat Fairbanks. 
We're not happy with what 
happen in the playoffs, but 
we also know that the major- 
ity of the satisfaction of hav- 
ing success this weekend is 
that we put ourselves in a 
better situation for this year's 
playoffs." 
The Falcons having home- 
ice in the playoffs this year 
will rely heavily upon the 
next four games as they are 
played against opponents 
lied with them in the stand- 
ings for ninth in the league 
with 17 points. The Falcons 
8-13-1 in the CCHA (13-16-1 
overall) are tied with UAF 
and Notre Dame, teams 
they'll both be facing in the 
next two weekends as only 
three weeks remain in the regu- 
lar season. 
lust five points ahead of the 
three teams is positions 6-8, 
which in this year's playoffs will 
be home-ice spots as teams 5-8 
Ntal Croopir BGNews 
SCR APPIN': Falcon forward Mike Falk works his way around an RIT defender 
while Alex Foster goes for the puck during Saturday's 3-2 victory at home. 
host 9-12 with the top four get- 
ting byes. 
Home-ice is something that 
has been good this year to the 
Falcons, as they have gone 9-8 
at the Ice Arena while on the 
road they have had their strug- 
gles going3-8-l. 
With three of the last six 
games being on the road, coach 
Paluch knows his team needs to 
play strong no matter the loca- 
tion if they want to reach their 
ICERS. PAGE 8 
NFL backs calls 
made in title game 
By Dave Goldberg 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
The NFL defended the officiat- 
ing in die Super Bowl, and Joe 
Montana defended himself. 
Two days after the Steelers 
beat the Seahawks 21-10 In the 
NFL title game, the league said 
yesterday that the game was 
"properly officiated." 
"Including, as in most NFL 
games, some tight plays that 
produced disagreement about 
the calls made by the officials. 
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello 
said in a statement. 
Meanwhile, three-time 
Super Bowl MVP Montana 
denied reports he had asked 
for $100,000 to appear with 
other past MVPs at pre-game 
ceremonies. I le left Detroit on 
Friday, and returned home to 
attend his sons' weekend bas- 
ketball games. 
"I had told them both (sons) 
that I'd be there for their games 
and that we'd watch the Super 
Bowl together," Montana said in 
an interview with ESPN, later, 
Montana added. "The Super 
Bowl is important to a lot of 
people but, to me, it was more 
important that I was home with 
my boys." 
Two-time MVP Terry 
Bradshaw and Miami's lake 
Scott were the only other MVP's 
who didn't attend. Bradshaw 
reportedly want to be with his 
family, and Scon was traveling 
in Australia. 
The officiating, though, has 
beena the majorlopiiul discus 
sion since Sunday night Righl 
after the game, Seahawks coach 
Mike Holmgren suggested that 
a first-quarter offensive inter- 
ference call on the Seahawks 
Darrell Jackson, negating what 
would haw been the game's first 
touchdown, probably should 
have been "a no call.'' 
Holmgren, a former chair- 
man of the Mi's rule-making 
competition committee, fueled 
the debate Monday during a 
rally for the Seahawks at Qwest 
Field when he said, "We knew it 
was going to be lough going up 
against the Pittsburgh Steelers. 
1 didn't know we were going 
to have to play the guys in the 
striped shirts as well." 
The questionable calls: 
• Replays on the offensive 
CONTROVERSY, PAGE 8 
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Falcons will travel 
3,750 miles to play 
ICERS, FROM PAGE 7 
goal of home-ice. 
Uc do talk as a group of the 
objective to gel home-ice." he 
said. "Bin we know first and 
foremost that we have to play 
well and we have to play well 
on the road." 
The Nanooks make il tough 
for any opponent lo come on 
the road and play well with the 
distance teams have to travel 
lo get to the campus. Some 
!.7."ill miles separate BG from 
Fairbanks, as the I a Icons have 
to take four separate flights 
to reach the destination that 
can have temperatures as low 
as minus 30 degrees this time 
of year. 
Those cold tem- 
peratures can't 
keep the IMF fans 
away though as big 
crowds of close to 
5,000 make it a hos- 
tile environment for 
the jet-lagged com- 
petitors. Teams like 
Michigan, Northern 
Michigan and Ohio 
State have already 
experienced defeat 
at the Carlson 
Center this year. 
" I hey "ve always been a good 
home team," Paluch said. 
Most of the Nanooks' suc- 
cess al home and on the road 
has been the strong defensive 
play the team has exhibited 
despite having difficulty find- 
ing goals. The Nanooks only 
average 2.32 goals a game, 
which ranks last in the CO IA. 
but rank fifth in goals against 
allowing only 2.75. 
A big reason for the strong 
defensive is the play of young 
net-minders Wylie Rogers 
and Chad lohnson who have 
been solid in net all year both 
allowing under three goals a 
game on average. 
The return of defenseman 
Ionian liendry hasn't hurt 
the defense either as he has 
teamed up with freshman 
Tyler Kckford to form a solid 
defensive core after miss- 
ing most of last season with 
injury. 
"Where the team has may 
not found the productiv- 
ity that they may have nor- 
mally had, they're still a very 
dangerous offensive team," 
Paluch said of the Nanooks 
who arc 11-13-4 overall with a 
CCHA record of 7-11-2. "I think 
they've changed their m-o a 
little bit where the strength of 
their team lies in the fact that 
they haven't given up a lot of 
goals, but a majority of those 
guys we saw in last year's play- 
offs are back and they're quick 
and can put up some num- 
bers." 
Numbers are something 
the Falcons are hoping to 
avoid when it comes to short- 
handed goals this season. 
Rob Tarantino's 
goal for RIT this 
past weekend set 
a new single-sea- 
son school record 
for short-handed 
goals given up in 
a season at 14. For 
about every third 
goal the Falcons 
have scored on the 
power play this 
season, they've 
given up a short- 
handed goal to the opposi- 
tion. 
"It's an alarming number of 
short-handed goals," Paluch 
said. "Yet when we break them 
all down they've occurred in 
just about every imaginable 
fashion. There has been no 
trend to any individuals or 
types of short-handed goal." 
The lack of success on the 
power play has created an 
interesting statistic for the 
Falcons this season. In games 
where they take more penal- 
ties than their opposition they 
are 10-7-1 and in games where 
the opposition takes more 
penalties they are 3-9. 
"That's not going to be a 
recipe for our success," Paluch 
said of the stat. "At some 
points recently we wouldn't 
mind declining some penal- 
ties against the other team, 
but I'm not going to buy into 
the fact that we're playing bet- 
ter when we're shorthanded." 
"We know 
first and 
foremost 
that we have 
to play well 
on the road." 
SCOn PALUCH, COACH 
Kent leading the way in East 
By Chris Votoschuk 
RCPORIER 
Around the Mid-American 
Conference East division: Men's 
Basketball 
Kent State: 16-6(10-11 
t— The Golden Flashes 
are the best team in 
the MAC this season, and have 
won 10 of their last 11 games, 
including a five-game road win- 
ning streak. Since losing to BGSU 
on |an. 26, Kent has won three 
straight games, its most recent 
coming at home against East 
division rival Akron on Saturday. 
The Golden Hashes traveled to 
Ibledo last night for a state-wide 
televised game (FSN) at 7 p.m. 
against the Rockets (11-9) and 
will renim home Sunday at 1 p.m. 
against MAC West division leader 
Northern Illinois (13-7). 
KSU Fun Facts: Kent State has 
the number one scoring offense 
(71.1 ppg) and number two scor- 
ing defense (61.8 ppg) in the 
entire MAC. 
Akron: 16-5 (9-2) — 
After a tough 63-57 loss 
at Kent State on Saturday, the Zips 
will look to rebound this week 
with a game at home tomorrow 
against Western Michigan (9- 
12) and a game on Saturday at 
Eastern Michigan (5-14). 
UA Fun Facts: Akron is sec- 
ond in the MAC in both 3-point- 
ers made per game (7.73) and 
defense against the three (.33 per- 
cent). LeBron lames' high school 
teammates, guard Dm Joyce and 
forward Romeo Travis, are play- 
ing well for the Zips loyce is 
second in the MAC: in assists per 
game with 4.9, while Travis ranks 
ninth in the conference in scor- 
ing with 14.2 points per game 
Miami (OH): 12-8 
(9-3) — The Redllawks 
are currently enjoying a 
three-game winning streak. Their 
most recent win came Saturday 
at Buffalo, 81-74. The Redllawks 
only have one game scheduled 
this week, a home contest against 
Ball State (7-12) on Sunday. 
Miami received some great 
news this week when senior 
guard William I latcher won MAC 
East Player of the Week. During 
the seven-day stretch, in which 
Miami played gamesagainst both 
Buffalo and BGSU, Hatcher aver- 
aged 13 points, 4.5 rebounds and 
nine assists per game, including 
a career-high 11 assists against 
Buffalo. He added 14 points that 
afternoon to give him his first 
double-double. Hatcher shot 
47.1 percent from the field, 50 
percent from beyond the arc and 
72.7 percent from the free-throw 
line during the week. 
Miami Fun Facts: Miami has 
been frustrating MAC opponents 
on die glass all season long. The 
Redllawks lead the MAC in sever- 
al rebounding categories, includ- 
ing rebounding margin (*5.8), 
rebounding defense (28.1 per 
game) and defensive rebounds 
(25.83 per game). 
OHIO   ohio:   l3"6   ,7"41 
"XH? — The Bobcats, fresh 
'*
,1^,
 off a double overtime 
win over BGSU on Saturday, will 
look to keep the trend going this 
week with a home game against 
Northern lllinoisonThiirsday and 
an away game against Western 
Michigan (9-12) on Sunday. 
Ohio Fun Facts: Ohio is atop 
the MAC in a couple of key statis- 
tical categories, including steals 
per game (8.27) and offensive 
rebounds per game (11.27). 
jjj^ Buffalo: 15-7 (5-6) 
TifT — The Bulls have been 
^^ struggling lately, and are 
trying to bounce back from their 
current three-game losing skid. 
Tbeil most recent loss came at 
home on Saturday against Miami 
(Oil), an 81-74 final. Buffalo's 
schedule for this week is com- 
pletely on the road, with stops 
at Ball State (7-12) on Tuesday 
and Central Michigan (3-17) on 
Saturday. The Bulls have won 
their last three games against Ball 
State, but BSU holds a 7-5 advan- 
tage all-time. 
UB Fun Facts: Senior guard 
Calvin Cage is fourth in the MAC 
in scoring with 17.7 ppg while 
teammate and fellow senior 
guard Roderick Middleton leads 
the conference in free throw per- 
centage with .873. 
Emotion a key for Falcons' success 
Sean Pierson iii News 
CHAOS: Members of the BGSU women's basketball team react during the Falcons' win at Toledo on Sunday. 
The women, who are unbeaten in the MAC. pride themselves on being an emotional group. 
EMOTION, FROM PAGE 7 
emotion on the floor, and she isn't 
a real talkative player," he said. 
"But when she's playing well you 
can really sec how into the game 
she is." 
Although it couldbeargued that 
having all five starters back from 
last year's MAC; championship 
team might play just a bit of a role 
in the team's success this season, 
a good case could be made for the 
intangible emotional factor. 
"I think that's what makes us 
successful," Mann said. "It's not 
necessarily a key ingredient for 
all teams, but for our team it defi- 
nitely is one of the main reasons 
why we're so successful." 
Achter concurred. 
"I don't think you can be a suc- 
cessful team without having some 
kind of emotional output," she 
said. "You can't be a successful 
player if you don't put a lot of emo- 
tion and heart into your team." 
James will participate in challenge 
NEW YORK (AP) — LeBron 
lames will iry and dethrone 
defending champion Steve 
Nash at the NBA skills challenge 
during All-Star weekend. 
lames and last year's MVP will 
join Miami Heat guard Dwyane 
Wade and New Orleans rookie 
Chris Paul in the contest on Feb. 
18, the night before the All-Star 
game. 
The challenge, which debuted 
in 2003 in Atlanta, is a two- 
round timed obstacle course, 
consisting of dribbling passing 
and shooting stations 
lames, the youngest player 
in NBA history to reach 5,000 
points (21 years, 22 days on Ian. 
21, 2006), opted to enter the 
skills challenge instead of the 
dunk contest. 
The Cavaliers star has seven 
career triple-doubles. 
Nash, a four-time All-Star 
from the Suns, leads the league 
in assists with 11.1 per game. 
lames will makes his second 
straight All-Star appearance. 
He is averaging 30.9 points, 6.5 
assists and 6.9 rebounds. 
Paul has been Western 
Conference rookie of the month 
three times. He leads all rookies 
in points (16.3 ppg), assists (7.8 
apg) and steals (2.2 spg). 
Wade, who will start 
with James for the Eastern 
Conference, is averaging 27.0 
points, 6.9 assists and 2.0 
steals. 
Nash won the contest last 
season, completing the course 
nearly 12 seconds faster than 
Denver's Earl Boykins. 
Controversy surrounds officiating 
FROM PAGE 7 
interference call showed that 
lackson's arms made contact 
with Pittsburgh's Chris I lope and 
that they separated afterward, 
tinder the niles, pass interfer- 
ence took place but sometimes 
the call isn't made. 
• The first TD of the game 
scored on a third-down rollout 
by Steelers quarterback Ben 
Roethlisberger late in the first half. 
Rocihlisberger appeared to come 
dawn short of the goal line, but it 
was unclear on replay whether 
he had gotten the hall to the line 
before going down. Referee Bill 
Leavy upheld the call because 
there was not enough incontro- 
vertible evidence to overturn it. 
•Holding call on Sean Locklear 
in the fourth: locklears penalty 
erased an 18-yard completion 
from Matt Hasselbeck to lerramy 
Stevens to the Pittsburgh 1 that 
would have put the Seahawks in 
position to go ahead 17-14 with 
around 12 minutes left. It was a 
close call that was difficult to see 
on replay. 
• One call that clearly appeared 
erroneous came after that pen- 
alty, when Hasselbeck threw an 
interception to Pittsburgh's Ike 
Taylor, then made the tackle but 
was called for a block below the 
waist, giving the Steelers an extra 
15 yards They scored soon after- 
ward on a pass from Antwaan 
Randle El to I lines Ward. Replays 
showed Hasselbeck never made 
contact with the player he was 
supposed to have hit illegally, 
instead going straight to Taylor to 
make the tackle. 
The Super Bowl crew headed 
by Leavy was comprised of offi- 
cials who graded out best at each 
position during the regular sea- 
son. 
HOUSES 
Get out of the wind with 
Newlove Rentals 
441 N. Enterprise: Three bdrm house close to campus. Off Street parking. 
411 S. Grove: Beautiful three bdrm house. Two fctfhrooms. Garage. 
127 E. Merry St.: Three bdrm house. Ntoe site yard, close to campus. 
937 Scott Hamilton: New remodeled three bdrm house w two car garage, 1 1/2 baths. 
Close to campus. 
: 
815 Second : Three bdrm house. Close to campus. Pet permitted. 
1002 E. Wooster: Three bdrm house. Across from campus. ZONED FOR FIVE UNRE- 
LATED PEOPLE! 
Stop by or call us at (119) 352-5620 
332 S. Main 
Bowling Green 
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Bowler scores 20 but goes 
invisible in first 20 minutes 
EASTERN. FROM PAGE 7 
couple lay-ups —■ the last one 
with :13 left when he drove 
baseline to cut BG's lead to 
72-71. 
"I'll go out on a limb, if 
he's not the best freshman in 
the conference, I don't know 
who is," Ramsey said. 
Eastern fell to 5-15 (2-10), 
snapping  a   two-game  win 
streak  that   included  MAC 
wins over Central Michigan 
and Ball State. 
Martin Samarco (19.6 ppg) 
and lohn Bowler (18.6 ppg), 
in a match-up of the league's 
top two offensive players, each 
scored 20 points. But Bowler 
was held to just one field goal 
in the first half as he was 
checked tightly by BG's Matt 
Lefeld and Erik Marschall. 
Bowler, who finished with 
an impressive 17 rebounds, 
had more turnovers (three) 
than points (two) in the first 
half. 
"That's      unacceptable," 
"Free throws were huge at the end of the 
game. We've been working at it all week 
because our games have been very close at 
the end. We've been shooting a lot of free 
throws during practices..." 
STEVEN WRIGHT, SENIOR 
Ramsey said. "When he goes 
into the paint, good things 
happen." 
But near the end of the game, 
Bowler was standing around 
the perimeter, getting fronted 
by Mawel Soler, who inherited 
the defensive responsibilities 
after  Lefeld  and  Marschall 
— BG's tallest two regulars 
— fouled out of the game. 
Bowler,   despite  standing 
four inches taller than Soler, 
never reached the paint dur- 
ing Eastern's final possession. 
"At the end of the day, 
Mawel did a good job of get- 
ting around |Bowler's| front," 
Dakich said. 
Dakich can point to a play 
here or a play there, but without 
efficiency from the free-throw 
line, he's probably talking about 
how his team lost another close 
game in the MAC and what they 
can do to correct the problem. 
The Falcons were 22-for-33 
from the line and made six of 
Iheir last eight attempts. 
"Free throws were huge at the 
end of the game," said Steven 
Wright, who had 17 points, 
including seven from the line. 
"We've been working at it all 
week because our games have 
been very close at the end. 
We've been shooting a lot of 
free throws during practices, in 
between practices, after prac- 
tices." 
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ISRAEL COULD GIVE UP LAND TO PALESTINE 
JERUSALEM (AP) — Acting Prime Minister Ehud 
Olmert said yesterday that Israel will give up territory 
and relinquish control over most of the West Bank's 
Palestinians, while holding on to main settlement 
blocs — his clearest statement about how he sees 
Israel's future final borders. 
www.bgnews.com/worltl 
WORLD 
Taliban claim responsibility in Afghan bombing 
'Enormous explosion'kills 13, annihilates guard post as country's future of democracy comes into question 
ByNoorKhan 
THE ASSOCIATED CRESS 
KANDAHAR, Afghanistan — A 
suicide bomber on a motorcycle 
plowed into a guard post yes- 
terday at a police headquarters 
in this former Taliban strong- 
hold, killing 13 people and 
wounding 11 — most of them 
Afghan police. 
The attack in Kandahar was 
the latest in a series of bombings 
in southern Afghanistan that 
has raised new worries about 
the nascent democracy's future. 
The blasts may also signal the 
militants, who once rarely used 
suicidemissions, might be copy- 
ing tactics of insurgents in Iraq. 
The Taliban were behind the 
explosion, said Qari Moha m med 
Yousaf, a purported spokes- 
man  for the hard-line mili- 
tants. His claim could not be 
independently verified. 
"We will pursue these kind of 
attacks against government or 
coalition forces," he 
told the Associated 
Press in a phone call 
from an undisclosed 
location about an hour 
after the bombing 
Senior police officer 
Ian Mohammed said the 
attacker drove his motor- 
cycle into the guard post 
"Then there was an 
enormous explosion," 
he said. 
The bombing rocked 
an outer wall, destroyed the 
guard post and wrecked several 
cars and motorbikes, but it failed 
to penetrate the buildings of the 
heavily guarded headquarters. 
Afghan and Canadian 
troops cordoned off the bomb 
site, which was stained with 
blood and strewn with police 
caps, shoes and 
shredded clothes. 
Ten of the dead 
and five of the 
wounded were 
police guarding the 
headquarters, said 
Mamoon Khan, a 
dcKiuralKandahar's 
Mirwaise Hospital. 
The rest of the vic- 
tims were civilians. 
Ilaji Ikram, a 
civilian, said he was 
inside the headquarters applying 
for a passport and rushed outside 
aftcrthc explosion. 
"The police were running," 
he said. "1 saw the dead bod- 
"The police 
took the 
bodies away 
and told us 
to run away 
and leave 
this place." 
HAJI IKRAM, CIVILIAN 
ies and the wounded. Some 
had lost a leg. some lost hands. 
They were crying. The police 
took the bodies away and 
told us to run away and leave 
this place." 
An Associated Press reporter 
saw three bodies lying on the 
ground covered in blood and 
several wounded people being 
carried away. 
Civilians who thought their 
loved ones had been inside 
the headquarters struggled (o 
find them. 
"My son went in the early 
morning to get a passport. Now 
he's not answering his phone. 1 
want to find out if he's alive or 
dead," said one crying woman, 
who did not give her name. 
Police blocked her from 
going inside. 
Now Khan AP Photo 
BOMB ATTACK: An Afghan medical attendant carries the body ot a police 
officer on a stretcher alter he was killed in an explosion in Kandahar. 
UN. supervises Haitian election 
Troops needed to 
keep peace as voters 
overwhelm the polls 
By Andrew Setsky 
IKE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — 
Scuffles broke out and polling 
stations opened hours late yes- 
terday as masses of Haitians 
waited, sometimes in mile-long 
lines, to vote under the pro- 
tection of U.N. peace keepers 
crouching behind machine 
guns and patrolling alongside 
armored vehicles. 
Outside the gang-controlled 
Cite Soleil slum, voters pound- 
ed on empty ballot boxes and 
chanted, "It's time for Cite Soleil 
to vote!" 
The turnout for die vote 
—called a key step toward steer- 
ing this bloodied, impoverished 
nation away from collapse—over- 
whelmed electoral officials At 
dawn, when the 800 polling sta- 
tions wen? supposed to open, it 
immediately became apparent the 
day would not go smoothly. 
In the upscale Morale sub- 
urb of the capital, members of a 
crowd of diousands of voters 
Donned a voting station. Several 
women fainted. 
"The people have voted mas- 
sively," luan Gabriel \akks, a U.N. 
special envoy, said after election 
officials extended the uMing period 
by several hours. 
Government officials sought 
to maintain peace, assuring 
Haitians that everyone would 
have a chance to vote. By mid- 
afternoon, the process appeared 
more orderly. U.N. troops were 
deployed to calm the crowds. 
By catty aftemoon.all pollsaeross 
the country were opea said U.N. 
spokesman Davkl Wimhurst. 
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Terrorist conspirator sentenced 
Man pleads guilty 
to inciting murder, 
plotting with al-Qaida 
By Tanq Panja 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
LONDON (AP) — A radical 
Muslim cleric linked to Sept. 11 
plotter Zacarias Moussaoui was 
sentenced to seven years in prison 
yesterday for inciting followers to 
kill non-Muslims when he led a 
Iondon mosque. 
Abu llamza al-Masri also faces 
terrorism charges in the United 
States, and a lustice Department 
spokesman said the country 
"stands ready to resume extradi- 
tion proceedings" when die British 
case is completed. 
In yesterday's sentencing, fudge 
Anthony I lughes told al-Masri that 
his sermons at the linsbury Park 
mosque, attended by Moussaoui 
and shoe-bomber Richard Iteid, 
had endangered people annmd 
the world. 
"You helped to create an atmo- 
sphere in which to kill has become 
regarded by some as not only a 
legitimate course, but as a moral 
and religious duty in pursuit of 
ix'rceived justice." the judge said. 
Moussaoui pleaded guilty last 
year to plotting with al-Qaida t<> 
fly planes into U.S. buildings and 
faces trial in the United States on 
terrorism conspiracy charges. 
Heid was convicted of attempting 
to blow up an American Airlines 
flight in 2001 widi a shoe bomb. 
-_.. 
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VHas What' 
• Gas Included (heat, hotwater, cooking) 
• High Speed Internet Included 
• Free Shuttle service to & from campus 
• 2 swimming pools. 
• 3 Laundromats 
• 1 and 2 bedroom Apartments 
• Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking 
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NATO SENT TO KEEP PEACE IN AFGHANISTAN 
KAHUL.Afghanistan(AP)—International peace- 
keepers clashed yesterday with Afghans protesting 
drawings of the Prophet Muhammad, leaving three 
demonstrators dead and prompting NATO to send 
reinforcements to a remote northern city. The violence 
has spread to at least six Afghan cities, officials said. 
www.bgnews.com/nation 
NATION 
More Alabama churches set ablaze 
Three churches destroyed, two damaged in latest suspected arsons 
By lay Reeves 
IH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Itt)l l(ilii:,Ala. — I-'iresdamaged 
en destroyed four more Baplisl 
churches across the Alabama 
countryside yesterday, less than 
a week after a string of five blaz- 
es that were ruled arson. 
Church member lohnny 
Archibald said smoke was pour- 
ing from Morning Star baptist 
when he arrived at the church 
in Boligcc. 
"They had kicked the door in." 
he said. "Evidently they had set 
the pulpit on fire and went out 
t lie front door." 
Yesterday's fires took place at 
churches off rural roads, about 
10 to 20 miles apart. They were 
in a cluster of three counties, 
about 60 miles from the Bibb 
County area where the five 
other churches were burned 
early Friday. 
Ragan Ingram, a spokesman 
for the state insurance agency, 
said it was too soon to say if 
there was any link between the 
two sets of fires. 
"Obviously we're going to 
investigate these as suspected 
arsons," he said. 
Investigators were pursuing 
several leads but said "the leads 
haven't led us to a specific sus- 
pect or a motive." 
Morning Star Baptist was 
burned down to its foundation 
yesterday, leaving only the front 
stepsand handrail still standing. 
Another church was destroyed, 
and the other two were dam- 
aged. In the Bibb County fires, 
three churches were destroyed 
and two damaged. 
Ingram said there have been 
59 church fires in Alabama in 
the past five years, including the 
nine reported in the past four 
days, and 19 were ruled arsons. 
"They had kicked 
the door in... 
Evidently they had 
set the pulpit on fire 
and went out the 
frontdoor." 
JOHNNY ARCHIBALD. CHURCH 
MEMBER 
The FBI said it's looking into 
whether the Bibb County fires 
were civil rights violations 
under laws covering attacks on 
religious property. 
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Built in Microwave and Dishwasher 
Huge Kitchen 
A Deck! Perfect for Cookouts and 
Big Enough to Use 
Clubhouse with a Fitness Room & Billiards 
Outdoor Basketball & Volleyball Courts 
r O   W   N   M   O   M   E 
CO M MUNI   I   IIS,   LLP 
www.i opperbooc■htownhomes.com 
Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus: 
Wed, 2/8 from 10am-2pm @ Career Center 
Mon, 2/13 from 10am-2pm @ Career Center 
Mon, 2/13 from 2:30pm-4:30pm @ Student Union 
Tues, 2/14 from 11am-3pm @ Career Center 
Tues, 2/14 from 3:30pm-5:30pm @ Student Union 
Wed, 2/15 from 10am-2pm @ Career Center 
Hours of Operation: 
Preload • 4am-8am 
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm 
Twilight • 5pm-9pm , 
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am 
Shift times are approximate. 
To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler employment opportunities, 
apply online at: www.upsjobs.com 
The UPS 
EARNANO 
LEARN 
Program 
Get up to $23,000' 
in College Education 
Assistance! 
For additional infotmation, 
please contact: 
Bethany Speiser 
(bspeise@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
or Pete Ortiz 
(shgl pwo@ups.com) 
Or call: 419-891-6820 
1S50 Holland Road 
Maumee, OH 43537 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
'Program guideline* apply. 
MikeDwar AP Photo 
BAG CHECK: A Department ot Homeland Security screener looks at 
an X-ray scan of a train passenger's suitcase in New Jersey. 
Commuters express 
concern for security 
By Matthew Verrinder 
THE   ASSOCIATED   PRESS 
JliliSIiYCITY.N.I.-Commuters 
heading to work in Manhattan 
walked through metal detec- 
tors yesterday at a busy train 
station and fed their bags into 
X-ray machines at the start of 
a test of an airport-style secu- 
rity screening program. 
The $1 million test pro- 
gram was being run on PAl'l I 
trains, which take passengers 
between New Icrsey and New 
York City using 
tunnels under the 
Hudson River. It 
is a response to 
the train bomb- 
ings in Madrid 
and lj)ndon. 
The test at the 
I 'xchange Place sta- 
tion was designed 
to see how well the 
technology works 
for large numbers 
of daily rail travel- 
ers. The equipment 
was desensitized so keys, loose 
change and cell phones would 
not set off alarms. 
The scanners are intended 
to detect large quantities of 
metal, as in the explosives 
vests used by suicide bomb- 
ers in the Middle East, said 
"I don't 
think this 
is going to 
do anything 
... is just to 
make people 
feel better..." 
JAMES SIMPSON, 
COMMUTER 
Doug Bauer, an official with 
the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security. 
In an effort to keep passen- 
gers moving quickly through 
the system, commuters will 
not be required to take off 
their shoes or empty their 
pockets. The screening pro- 
cess should take about one 
minute, officials said. 
Yesterday many commut- 
ers made it through in about 
30 seconds. 
"It didn't take as 
long as I thought 
it would," said 
lessica Sallcs, 31, 
a lawyer headed 
to Manhattan who 
was surprised 
that just her hag 
was scanned. 
"What       about 
my   coal?"   Sallcs 
said. "It seems like 
a  false  sense  of 
security." 
lames Simpson, 
53, a messenger from New 
York who carried a large blue 
gym bag, agreed. 
"1 don't think this is going to 
do anything," Simpson said. 
"This is just to make people 
feel better. You can't be on 
every train." 
GRADUATE 
STUDENT HOUSING 
Historic Millikin 
^_^_ HOTEL -^—^— 
• Central downtown location 
• Unfurnished 
• On-site laundry 
• Air conditioned 
• Remodeled units 
• 2 story loft style 
apartments available 
• Efficiences start at 
S345/mo + electric 
• One Bedrooms start at 
S425/mo + electric 
Summit Street 
 APARTMENTS — 
• Furnished 
• Air Conditioned 
• On-site laundry 
• 2 blocks from campus 
• Efficiences 
S315/mo + electric 
• One Bedroom Apts. 
S400/mo + electric 
445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352 0717 
WWW    GREFNBRIARRENTAIS    COM 
m ■EACH 
RESORT 
SPRING 
BREAK 
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA 
06 
If. "o*r> la's*" "XI k»>j««t keg party. ^. 
T^   Unlimited draft beet all -eek long!    "T 
CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS! 
A 
www.SandpiperBeacon.com 
17403 front Math U. Panama City Mach, Fl 3(411 
ENTERTAINMENT 
& SPONSORS 
G«n«ral Motors 
Cob.lt/HHR Promotion 
Q*orono light 
tmk VeleyWI la—I 
m 
Claasmatas 
DM Calandar 
e Alloy Marketing 
A Promotions 
« e, a i i N t 
FREE GIVEAWAYS! 
• iwHit»«*T latwaMaa) on 
lor fmn mudbk —leai 
n—~-.".» r 
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Gathering to say goodbye 
Family, friends, former 
presidents bid farewell 
to Coretta Scott King 
By Errin Haires 
THE tSSOCIAIEO PRESS 
IJTHONLV Ga. — lour U.S. pres- 
idents joined more (han 10,000 
mourners yesterday in saying 
good-bye to Coretta Scott King, 
praised by President Bush as "one 
of the most admired Americans 
of our time." 
"I've come today to offer the 
sympathy of our entire nation 
at the passing of a woman who 
worked to make our nation 
whole," Bush told King's four 
children and the crowd that filled 
New Birth Missionary Baptist 
Church for her funeral. 
"Coretta Sam King not only 
secured her husband's legacy, she 
built tier own," Bush sakl.'l laving 
loved a leader, she became 
a leader, and when she spoke, 
Americans listened closely." 
Atlanta Mayor Shirley Franklin 
stressed that King spoke out, not 
just against racism, but about 
"the senselessness of war and the 
solutions for povi'rtv'' 
"She sang for liix'ration, she 
sang for those who had no earth- 
ly reason to sing a song," with 
a voice that was heard "from 
the tintop roofs of Soweto to 
the bomb shelters of Baghdad." 
Franklin said 
Former President Carter 
echoed that theme of peace, say- 
ing of the Kings," Ihey overcame 
one of the greatest challenges of 
life, which is to be able to wage 
a fierce struggle lor freedom and 
justice, and to do it peacefully." 
"Our world is a kinder 
and gentler place because of 
Coretta Scott King." said former 
President Bush. 
King who carried on her hus- 
band'sdream of equality for near 
ly 40 years after the Rev. Martin 
Luther King Ir.'s death, died Ian. 
30 at the age of 78 after battling 
ovarian cancer and the effects of 
a stroke. 
former President Clinton, poet 
Maya Angelou and the Kings' 
children were also among the 
more than three dozen speakers 
during the funeral. 
The eulogy fell to the Kings' 
youngest child. Bernice. a min- 
ister at the megachurch. She was 
5 when her father was assassi- 
nated in 1968 and is perhaps 
best remembered for the photo- 
graphs of her lying in her black- 
veiled mother's lap during her 
father's funeral. 
Stevie Wonder and Bebe and 
Cece Winans were also slated 
to perform. 
lison Read AP Plwto 
PAYING RESPECTS: Former Pres. Bill Clinton, U.S. Sen. Hillary Clinton, 
D-NY.. former Pres. George H.W. Bush, and former Pres. Jimmy Carter 
attend King's funeral. 
"I don't want us to forget that 
there's a woman in there, not 
a symbol." Clinton said, stand- 
ing behind King's flower-covered 
casket. "A real woman who lived 
and breathed and got angry and 
got hurt and had dreams and 
disappointments." 
Angelou spoke of King as a sis- 
ter widi whom she shared her 
pain and laughter. 
"Those of us who have gath- 
ered here,... we owe something 
from this minute on, so this 
gathering is not just another 
footnote on the pages of history," 
Angelou said. 
"I mean to say 1 want to see a 
better world. I mean to say I want 
to see some peace somewhere," 
she said to roaring applause. 
Taking a sharper political mm, 
the Hev. loscph Ixiwcry, who co- 
founded the Southern Christian 
leadership Conference with 
Martin Uitlier King |r„ spoke 
directly to Bush's foreign and 
domestic policies. 
"For war, billions more, but 
no more for the poor," Ixiwcry 
said, in a take-off of a lyric from 
Stevie Wonder's song "A Time 
to Love," which drew a roar- 
ing standing ovation. The com- 
ments drew head shakes from 
Bush and his father as they sat 
behind the pulpit. 
Outside the suburban church 
yesterday morning the lines to 
get into die funeral and to attend 
die final viewing of King's body 
started fonning before 3 am. 
"There's one word to describe 
going to go see Coretta, histor- 
ic. It's good to finally see her at 
peace." said Robert Jackson, a 
34-year-old financial consultant 
from Atlanta whose 10-year-old 
daughter, Fbony, persuaded him 
to take her to the church. 
More than 160,000 mourners 
haw waited in long lines to pay 
their respects at public viewings 
since King's body was returned to 
Georgia on Monday at Fbenezcr 
Baptist Church. 
Travel Help Wanted 
372-6977 
The BG News will not know- 
ingly accept advertisements 
that discriminate, or encour- 
age discrimination against 
any individual or group on 
the basis of race. sex. color, 
creed, religion, national ori- 
gin, sexual orientation, dis- 
ability, status as a veteran, 
or on the basis of any other 
legally protected status. 
"«1 Soring Break Wbtltel Low 
Prices guaranteed. Book 11 people, 
get 12th trip tree' Group discounts 
'or6-www.SprlngBrMKPIicou.nli 
B00 838 8202 
Spring Break Panama City From 
$199' Beachfront Rooms at Board- 
walk. Holiday Inn! Free Party Pack- 
age. Food at MTVu Party Tent! Ba- 
hamas Cruise S299. Oaytona St 79. 
Cancun, Acapulco. Nassau $599! 
SprmgBreakTravel.com 
800-678-6386 
Services Offered 
Travel 
Pagliais  Pizza  Have you tried  us 
yet? 945 S. Main 352-7571. 
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
CELEBRITY CRUISE1 
5 Days From $2991 Includes Meals. 
Taxes. Entry To Exclusive MTVu 
Events. Beach Parties With Celebri- 
ties As Seen On Real World, Road 
Rules1 On Campus Reps Needed1 
www.SpringBreakTravel.com. 
1 -800-678-6386 
Personals 
MIRAGE SALON  - TANNING 
Tan now until May 6th • $69 00 >tax 
354 2016   nexl lo KmkoS 
TAN UNTIL SPRING BREAK FOR 
$25! SEMESTER UNLIMITED $59. 
CAMPUS TANNING 352-7889 
'BARTENDING1 up to $300 day No 
exp necessary. Training provided 
Call 800-965 6520 ext  174. 
400 counselors instructors needed1 
Coed summer camp in Poconos. PA 
Call 800-488-4321www lohikan com 
BABYSITTER needed tor our 3 yr. 
old daughter in our Pertysburg 
home. M.W'F afternoons during 
spring semester with opportunities 
tor more hours. M-Thurs. afternoons 
needed for the first summer session 
Enthusiastic, reliable juniors preler 
red. We are looking for someone 
who will actively engage in playing 
and teaching $7 50. hour 
E-mail vekslra@bgnet bgsu.edu 
Best Summer Job - Ever! 
Spend spring & summer outdoors ■ 
in a garden1 Gel a work-out & tan 
& get paid1 Oak Park Landscape & 
Water Garden Center is hiring full & 
part-time positions tor fhe upcoming 
season To quality, you should be a 
people-person', willing to learn. & 
available to work weekends Send 
resume to Oak Park. 3131 Wilkins 
Rd . Swanlon. Ohio 43558 or call 
lor an appointment 419 825 1438 
ESEEftiDgJ flm 
>he
 Graduate 
You deserve an UPGRADE! 
^Studio apartments available! 
Summer, semester, or year leases • Stove, fhdge, microwave, 25" TV 
Low as M25 per month • Fun cable - $207month 
Includes all utilities • Outdoor pool use 
Laundry facilities • Fully Kimlshed 
* Condominiums for rent! 
Beautiful ranch style corKtomrtutra 
$$50-$700,'mon»i plus utUHn 
Washer and dryer hot* up 
One yea/ tease minimum 
1 Bedroom 
Excellent location tor BGSU 
Stove, MdB9, dishwasher, 
Jacuzzi tub in some units 
Den/OBce In «cme units 
Cental air 
P5225E 
The Tech Trends series is an exploration 
of the issues and trends in technology 
teaching and learning. 
The series is sponsored by the 
Information Technology Committee 
(ITC), the Office of the Executive Vice 
President and the Office of the Chief 
Information Officer. 
Distance 
Learning: 
Trends, opportunities 
and current statistics 
Thursday, Feb. 9 
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
228 Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
A panel presentation by: 
Bonnie Fink, interim director, 
Center for Teaching, Learning and 
Technology, BGSU 
Sheryl Hansen, director, 
professional development programs, 
Ohio Learning Network 
Connie Molnar, director, distance/online 
learning, Continuing & Extended 
Education, BGSU 
Next Tech Trends: 
Podcasting—a presentation by 
Apple Computer 
Thursday, March 16, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
201 Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
BGSU 
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Help Wanted For Rent For Rent 
PART TIME WORK 
$1275 baseappt. Ilex, scned . all 
majors welcome. All ages 18*. sales 
svc.  Conditions  apply   Call  M-F 
419-861-6134 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun 
loving counselors to leach all activi- 
ties  Great summeri Call 888-844- 
8080. apply campcetlar.com 
For Sale 
2000 Chevy Blazer LT. loaded, pwr 
everything Leather & CD. $7750 00 
080 98.000 mi. (7401222-0177 
Antique refrigerator: keg fridge Ex- 
cellent condition, would be great for 
a secondary fridge.Located in BG. 
Call Tom's cell phone 
419-618-4055. 
Friends Family Anime & Games, the 
best in anime & games in NW Ohio. 
Located on the corner of Front & 
Main in east Toledo-in the big green 
building. 
Queen sized Sealy bed $150 (origi- 
nally $610). Great condition, less 
than 2 years old Contact Ryan 608- 
2132429 
I Bedroom fi Studio ApartmmB now irvdilabr? 
Pntfsnrofbn       6-M<H«ti 
IU6(lpu#. 
(wAiuAinqMsttlotarH 
419-352-7691 
SERVING 
,/ 
SINCE   I172 
-*4I9 ?5S 2277^*" 
163 S. Main ■ Bowling Grircn 
FRESH 
Greenbriar 
Rentals 
522 E. Merry 
2 Bedroom Apts. 
1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
Starting at $g5Q 
mo 
• ens Pjd Ifctt 
Ridge Manor Apartments« 
2 Bedroom Townhouses 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
S*tmgat$590/rno 
• oasandsfcaw 
Frazee Ave, Apartments 
2 Bedroom Apts. 
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
""""•■S590L 
OMVWAHH 
••tjflusas Avail 06-07 Next to BGSU 
6 bdrm 321 E. Merry »C 
3 bdrm 315 S 309 1/2 E Merry 
2bdtm 304E CourtUp.326 Leroy Dn 
Ajlls.1 & 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E Merry 
• More see Cartyrentals.com or 
call 419 353-0325 9am-9pm. 
Also Apts Avail. Immediately.  
1 bedroom, A/C. dishwasher. Availa- 
ble now. summer fall 06 9 & 12 
month lease. $395month * 1 month 
deposit No Pets. 854 Eighth St. Call 
419-392-3354.  
3 bdrm.. AC, W/D. close to campus/ 
downtown. Recently remod. Avail in 
Aug. $1200 mo 419 308 1242 
3 4 bedrm available May. $900 mo. 
640 S. Summit St. 
419-308-9905 
4 bdrm.  apt   recently  remodeled. 
Multiple students unrelated OVER 3 
allowed. Call 419-308-3525 
10am- 10pm 619 High St   LAST 1 
Available August 15. 2006 
The following 3 bedroom houses 
are in excellent condition and all 
close to BGSU 
127 Georgia Ave. 
718 Third SI 
226 E Merry 
220 Dill SI 
218 Dill St 
202 E Merry 
274 E Reed 
606 Fifth St 
Call 686 4651 or 419 308 2458 for 
 information.  
GREAT JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES! 
| Home City ICB | 
Route Delivery & Packaging 
Positions Available 
$7.00-$12.00+Par Hour 
Part-Time, Year Round 
Full Time in the summer 
Lock in your summer job now! 
1-800-899-8070 
f 709 5th Street ^ 
APARTMENTS 
30 day satisfaction guaranteed. 
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355. 
419-352-0590. 
Avail. Aug. 15. 2006. 1 bdrm apt - 
443 N Enterprise. 2 bdrm. apt- 112 
Ridge si 686-4651. 419-308-2458 
BG Apts • 818/822 2nd St. 
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August 
$490 ♦ gas'elec 12 mo. lease 
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917. 
www boaparlments com 
Call now & ask about our specials 
1 & 2 bedroom apts. available in se- 
rene, park-like setting. Includes 
dishwasher, heat, water & trash. 
Bowling Green Village 352-6335. 
Copper Beech townhouse. Private 
bdrm/bathrm. free cable/DSL inter- 
net $313.75 mo. plus 1/4 elec.8 wa- 
ter Immed. occup (440) 328-9074. 
Female subleaser needed. 2 bdrm. 
apt. $315/mo. ♦ internet & electric. 
Immediate occupancy through 
August. Call 937-901-1186 
Grad./Senior Housing 
Highland Management 
130 E. Washington Street 
419-354-6036 
12 month lease only 
Office Open 9-3 M-F 
www.hiqhlandmgmt.com 
Quiet Tenants Desired 
Grad.'Senior Housing 
Highland Management 
Homestead/Liberty 
1 and 2 bedrooms 
12 month lease only 
www.hqhiphlandmonil com 
419-354-6036 
Quiet Tenants Desired 
Great house.& location. 3/5 bdrm. 
3 bath large yard., 2 car garage, 
patio. AC, W/D. 353-7374. 
Houses & Apartments 
12 month leases only 
S Smilh Contracting, LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave. 
OHiceOpen10-2M-F 
www.bgaparlments.com 
Male has furnished room for rent 
with freedom of house. Must be 
clean, neat. & responsible. $200 de- 
posit, $250 rent. Call 419-354-6117. 
r   iHBi^^^'l^i^L. 
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A 
Shuttle stop across the street 
$500/month  Full Year Lease 
For Rental Information: 
Contact Jack at 
1 -800-829-8638 
or Steve at 
V^       (419)352-1150 Jf 
K>.^U-rt:lk-dtts.\\atlaMrdtwvn*.carniikc.com I 
ti/tr SB  4*3-74"4 
•loh tVIKHSIMi: I.RIVI. 
I Ail l",9 Corner or I--5 and Kl jl| 
AM. STADIUM SKATING 
I'.trtv  room ...... I ,1.1.   for I.nil,,I..* 
( alirorlnrormnll.nl 
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales 
GLORY R0»D IPGI 1 15 4 10 7 05 9.45 
CHEAPER ir THE DOZEN 2IPGI l 00 3 15 7.00 
FUN WITH DICK S JUNE (PC-Ill 100310 
5 20 7 30 9 40 
CHRONICLES OF NARNIH THE LION. THE 
WITCH AND THE WARDROBE iPCl 1 00 4 00 / 20 
CAPOTE mi 9 20 
-WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IPO-IJI    100 
3 10 5 20 7 30 940 
BIG MOMMAS HOUSE 2IPO-191    1454.30 
7 00 9 30 
ANNAPOLIS IP0-11I 1304 157 10945 
rUttmMCfWE(PS|'0O3l5 53O7451OO0 
UNDERWORLD: EVOIUTION(R)      1304 15 
7 00 9 30 
LAST HOLIDAY IPO-Ill 1 30 •> 20 7 15 9 50 
HOODWINKEDlPOl 1003 00 5 00 7 009 15 
BROKEBACK MOUNTAINU11 00 4 00 7 00 9 55 
6        423-2861 
MtlMHVrHlXSUW ULSiAlS. All.MIOWitl.5U 
1K1IIAY SI MiAV Ml S1.MV Al 1 SHOWSM.SO 
THE RINGER (PC-131 510 7 10 9 20 
YOURS. MINE AND 0URS|PC|5 00 7 109:10 
JUST FRIENOSIPC-III 5 20720930 
RENT IPG-13) 4 15 7 00940 
WALK THE UNEIPG-111        4 00 7 00 9 40 
RUMOR HAS IT.   IPO-Ill     5 20 7 20 9 30 
NOW LEASING 2006-2007 
Georgetown Manor 800 3d St. 
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
Parking and Laundry Facilities 
Gos, Woler, S Sewer paid. 
The "Blue House" 616 F St. 
1 & 3 Bedroom Apartments 
133.5 N. Church St. 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
Downtown, Newly remodeled 
135 H. Church St. 
3 Bedroom Home 
317 H. Enterprise 
3 Bedroom House 
FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED 
CONTACT LUCIE 419-354-9740 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $475! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
-FREE HEA1 
VAUSIIY VAIAM 
H  GYPSY (AM 
1 ShoppMOfi 
l__J SouthMw. 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715 t=J 
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ACROSS 
1 Throw 
5 Docile 
9 Elements of the whole 
14 Hydrox rival 
15 Spacewalks, in NASA-speak 
16 Online trade? 
17 Ray 
18 Pravda source 
19 _ Claus 
20 Cost-cutting singing group? 
23 Cicero's larvg. 
24 Pugilistic poet 
25 Oxidized 
29 Relieve 
31 Lith. or Azer, once 
34 John or Sean 
35 Berne's river 
36 James of R&B 
37 Cost-cutting singing group? 
40 Big ng 
41 Raw minerals 
42 Sibling of one's mere or pere 
1 Actor Lee J. 
2 Carpet calculation 
3 Burn slightly 
4 Mausoleum 
5 Set of four 
6 Hold it. sailor! 
7 Alda sitcom 
8 Exxon, once 
9 Mashing tool 
10 Video-game name 
11 Raja's wife 
12 Yugoslavian leader 
13 R Hearst's kidnappers 36 
21 1985 Malkovich film     38 
22 VW model 39 
25 Dustin    in    "Midnight 44 
Cowboy" 45 
26 Wedding-party  mem- 46 
ber 47 
27 Plant parts 48 
28 Heyerdahl's "Kon-_"   49 
29 Studio stand 
30 and crafts 
31 Mired 
32 Inscribed stone pillar 
33 Costs per unit 
35 Taj Mahal location 
Novelist Ferber 
Water wheel 
Fastballer Ryan 
Thing 
Uses too much nose 
Old treasure 
Colorado resort 
Walked heavily 
Spy Mata 
"Ring of Fire" singer 
Swiss artist 
FDR's dog 
Toward the mouth 
Forearm bone 
Wander 
Poetic tribute 
43 Hosp. areas 
44 Kind of thermometer 
45 Quenches 
46 Cleanup hitter's stats 
47 Gasteyer of SNL 
48 Cost-cutting singing group? 
56 Papal vestment 
57 Rival nval 
58 Singer Guthrie 
59 Greek column type 
60 Ooze 
61 Turner of Hollywood 
62 Authoritative decree 
63 Coop layers 
64 Comic Carolla 
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PASTA & SUBS 
1432 E. tVaaitar, BG 
(419) 352-4663 
-delivery Kiilitlt- 
Hourt: Htm - 9pm Monday- Saturday 
Delivery llalti-9pm Monday - Saturday 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
MARTEN RENTALS 
601 Third St., grad.. 1 bdrm 
704 Fifth St, 2 bdrm., turn. 
710 Seventh.. 2 bdrm.. unfurn.. 
mature renters. 4-5 house available 
May Call lor more into 352-3445 
PERRY LAKE VILLAGE 
15 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS 
STUDENTS WELCOME 
1. 2. 3 BEDROOMS $499 - $699 
419 874-7274 OR 1 888-544-4647 
Subleaser needed immediately. 
117 N. Mam »6 $345/monlh 
1 bdrm 419-372-1713. 
Three Bedroom Houses tor Rent 
12 mo. lease - starling May 06 
125 Baldwin - $900 . util. 
453 S. Prospect A - $720 • util. 
605 5th St. A - $720 ♦ util. 
609 5th St. -$915 ♦ util 
419-352-8917 
Summer rmtes. needed. Fully (urn. 
3 bdrms, 2 baths. Close to campus. 
$400 mo. incl util. 419-262-1368. 
Subleaser Needed. 
Big, Spacious House. 
$275 mo. * utilities. 330-701-8575 
Winthrop Terrace Apartments. 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments. 
419-352-9135 
BGSU VS. NIU 
TONIGHT 
f THE TANNING CENTER S~)K». 'MO 
32 Rooms fluailable!! 
THE HEAT 
904 E. Wooster    r- 5 beds. 1 booth 
419- 352-3588     L cloitil to campus 
SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT 
993 S Main r- 5 beds. 2 booths 
419-353-8826     L appt. available 
THE WASH HOUSE 
248 N Main        r 17 bads, 2 booths 
12 FREE VISITS 
1 with any 10 visit 
i package purchase 
in MI'ii 
Tira" 
in the standard 
i beds only 09C3S 
| HI Mill ' 
r - - " - 
lolions always 
4-9-354-1559 no appt needed 
25% OF 
S  St?  SB1™* 
